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Resumé

La présente thèse de doctorat comprend quatre projets de recherche dans le domaine de

la physique des couches atomiques profondes. Les deux premiers projets sont consacrés à

la détermination expérimentale des coefficients de Coster-Kronig des sous-couches L pour

le palladium et le xénon. Dans le troisième projet, nous avons étudié la double ionisation

L3M d’une cible de palladium bombardée par des électrons. Quant au quatrième projet,

il concerne les transitions radiatives Auger KMM du calcium. Les quatre projets ont été

réalisées en utilisant la méthode de spectroscopie X de haute résolution.

Partie 1. Détermination des coefficients de Coster-Kronig des sous-couches L du

palladium en utilisant la spectroscopie X de haute résolution et le rayonnement

synchrotron

Les coefficients de Coster-Kronig (CK) des sous-couches L du palladium ont été déter-

minés en mesurant en haute résolution les raies X Lα1,2 (L3 − M4,5) et Lβ1 (L2 − M4).

Les spectres de rayons X L ont été collectés au moyen de spectromètres à cristaux cour-

bés. Pour produire la fluorescence de la cible de palladium, un faisceau de rayonnement

synchrotron d’énergie variable a été utilisé. Les coefficients CK ont été déterminés à partir

des sauts d’intensité des raies X L apparaissant aux bords d’absorption. Pour déterminer

la grandeur des sauts, la variation de l’intensité des raies L en fonction de l’énergie du fais-

ceau de rayonnement synchrotron a été ajustée sur celle des sections efficaces d’absorption.

Les intensités des raies X L ont été corrigées au préalable pour tenir compte des effets de

corps solide. Ces derniers ont été déterminés en comparant les spectres d’absorption expéri-

mentaux et théoriques. Grâce à la haute-résolution des spectromètres à cristaux utilisés,

les coefficients CK partiels fL1L3M
13 ont pu être également déterminés à partir des intensités

relatives des transitions satellites résolues LαM . Pour les coefficients f23, f12 et f13, des

valeurs de 0.164±0.033, 0.047±0.001 et 0.730±0.039 ont été trouvées. Pour les coefficients

partiels fL1L3M
13 et fL1L3N

13 , des résultats de 0.406± 0.023 et 0.324± 0.032 ont été obtenus.

Ce travail a été publié dans la revue Physical Review A 80, 012512 (2009).
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Partie 2. Réexamen des coefficients de Coster-Kronig des sous-couches L du xénon

par spectroscopie X de haute résolution

Les valeurs des coefficients CK des sous-couches L du xénon ont été réexaminées par des

mesures de haute résolution des transitions radiatives Lα1,2 (L3 −M4,5) et Lβ1 (L2 −M4).

Les mesures ont été réalisées en utilisant un spectromètre à cristal incurvé de type Johansson

et des faisceaux monochromatiques de rayonnement synchrotron d’énergie variable. Comme

dans le projet précédent, les coefficients CK ont été déduits des sauts d’intensité des rayons X

L apparaissant aux bords d’absorption. La dépendance en énergie de l’intensité des raies de

fluorescence a été calquée sur celle des sections efficaces de photoabsorption L. Ces dernières

ont été obtenues à partir du spectre d’absorption L du xenon, lequel a été préalablement

mesuré. Des valeurs de 0.118±0.029, 0.383±0.037 et 0.096±0.016 ont été trouvées pour les

coefficients CK f23, f13 et f12. Le facteur de fluorescence de la sous-couche L1 a également

été déterminé à partir du rapport d’intensité des transitions Lβ4 (L1−M2) et Lβ1 (L2−M4).

Ces transitions, très proches en énergie, ont pu être résolues grâce à la haute résolution du

spectromètre à cristal. Une valeur de 0.059± 0.002 a été obtenue.

Ce travail a été publié dans Physical Review A 81, 012501 (2010).

Partie 3. Double ionisation L3M du Pd produite par bombardement d’électrons

d’énergie moyenne

Les sections efficaces de double ionisation L3M induite dans le Pd par bombardement

d’électrons ont été déterminées pour des énergies d’électrons comprises entre le seuil de dou-

ble ionisation et 18 keV. Les sections efficaces ont été déterminées à partir des intensités rela-

tives des raies satellites LαM par rapport aux raies diagrammes parentes Lα. L’échantillon

a été bombardé par des électrons monoénergétiques produits par un canon à électrons de

20 kV. Les raies diagrammes et les satellites M ont été mesurés en haute résolution avec

un spectromètre à cristal courbé von Hamos. Les sections efficaces partielles TS ont été

déterminées en soustrayant les contributions de ’shake’ et des transitions CK L1 − L3M4,5

des sections efficaces totales. Malgré l’utilisation d’une cible épaisse, la variation des sections

efficaces TS en fonction de l’énergie des électrons a pu être déterminée grâce à une nouvelle

méthode de décomposition virtuelle de la cible en tranches d’épaisseur variable. Nous avons
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pu démontrer que la dépendance en énergie des sections efficaces partielles TS était bien

reproduite par le modèle semi-empirique de Pattard-Rost.

Ce travail a été soumis récemment à Physical Review A.

Partie 4. Spectres de haute résolution des transitions radiatives Auger KMM du

calcium induites par rayonnement synchrotron

Les transitions radiatives Auger (RA) KMM du calcium solide induites par irradiation

avec du rayonnement synchrotron ont été mesurées par la méthode de la spectroscopie

X de haute résolution avec un spectromètre à cristal courbé von Hamos. Deux énergies

différentes d’irradiation ont été utilisées, l’une juste au-dessus du seuil d’ionisation K et

l’autre clairement au-delà du bord d’absorption K. L’analyse des données a montré que la

structure spectrale et l’intensité relative des transitions RA KMM par rapport à la raie

diagramme Kβ1,3 (K −M3,2) ne dépendaient pas de l’énergie du rayonnement synchrotron.

La structure RA observée ressemble à la densité des états externes s, p et d inoccupés.

Toutefois, à cause d’effets de corps solide, les transitions RA associées aux processus de

’shakeup’ n’ont pas pu être mises en évidence. Une valeur de 0.053(3) a été trouvée pour

l’intensité relative totale des transitions RA KMM par rapport à l’intensité de la raie

diagramme Kβ1,3. Le résultat obtenu est comparé aux prévisions théoriques existantes ainsi

qu’à des valeurs expérimentales déterminées en utilisant divers types de projectiles pour

l’excitation de la cible.

Ce dernier travail sera soumis prochainement à Physical Review A.
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Abstract

The present Ph.D. thesis includes four research projects related to the field of inner-shell

atomic physics. The first two are devoted to the experimental determination the L-subshell

Coster-Kronig yields of xenon and palladium. In the third one, the electron induced two-step

L3M double ionization cross sections for Pd were investigated. The fourth project concerns

the photon induced KMM radiative Auger x-ray transitions of calcium. For all projects

the high-resolution emission x-ray spectroscopy technique was employed.

Part 1. L-subshell Coster-Kronig yields of palladium determined

via synchrotron-radiation-based high-resolution x-ray spectroscopy

The experimental determination of the palladium L-subshell Coster-Kronig (CK) transi-

tion yields via high-resolution measurements of the Lα1,2 (L3−M4,5) and Lβ1 (L2−M4) x-ray

emission lines is presented. The L x-ray spectra were recorded by means of curved crystal

spectrometers employing energy-tunable synchrotron radiation for fluorescence production.

The CK yields were derived from the relative L x-ray intensity jumps at the L-edges by

fitting the fluorescence intensities as a function of the photon energy to the photoionization

cross sections. The L x-ray intensities were corrected for solid-state effects which were es-

timated from the comparison of the measured and theoretical Pd L-edge x-ray absorption

spectrum. Thanks to high-resolution, the partial CK yield fL1L3M
13 could be extracted from

the intensities of the resolved LαM satellite transitions. For f23, f12 and f13 CK rates, values

of 0.164 ± 0.033, 0.047 ± 0.001 and 0.730 ± 0.039 were found, respectively. For the partial

CK yields fL1L3M
13 and fL1L3N

13 , results of 0.406± 0.023 and 0.324± 0.032, respectively, were

obtained.

This work was published in Physical Review A 80, 012512 (2009).

Part 2. Synchrotron-radiation-based determination of Xe L-subshell

Coster-Kronig yields: A re-examination via high-resolution x-ray spectroscopy

The xenon L-subshell Coster-Kronig (CK) transition yields were revisited via high-

resolution measurements of the Lα1,2 (L3 −M4,5) and Lβ1 (L2 −M4) x-ray emission lines.

The L x-ray spectra were measured employing a Johansson-type curved crystal spectrometer
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and energy-tunable synchrotron radiation. The CK yields were derived from the relative L

x-ray intensity jumps at the L edges by fitting the fluorescence intensities as a function of

the photon energy to the L-subshell photoionization cross sections. The latter were obtained

from the measured L-edge photoabsorption spectrum. Values of 0.118±0.029, 0.383±0.037

and 0.096 ± 0.016 were found for the f23, f13 and f12 CK yields, respectively. Thanks to

high resolution, the L1 fluorescence yield of 0.059±0.002 was also determined from intensity

ratios of the well resolved Lβ4 (L1 −M2) and Lβ1 (L2 −M4) lines.

This work was published in Physical Review A 81, 012501 (2010).

Part 3. Double L3M ionization of Pd induced by impact

with medium-energy electrons

The electron-induced L3M two-step double ionization cross sections of metallic Pd were

determined experimentally for incident electron beam energies ranging from the double

ionization threshold up to 18 keV. The double L3M ionization cross sections were derived

from the intensity ratios (ILαM : ILα) of the resolved M -satellites to the parent diagram

lines. The sample was bombarded with monoenergetic electrons from an energy tunable 20

kV electron gun. The diagram and M satellite x-ray lines were measured by means of high-

resolution x-ray spectroscopy, using a reflection-type von Hamos bent crystal spectrometer.

The two-step partial cross sections were determined by subtracting from the measured total

double ionization cross sections the contributions due to the shake process and L1−L3M4,5

Coster-Kronig transitions. Despite the thick target employed in the present study, the

dependence of the two-step cross sections on the incoming electron energy could be derived

using a novel target slice decomposition method. It is shown that the obtained energy

dependence can be well reproduced by the semiempirical parametrization model of Pattard-

Rost.

This work was submitted to Physical Review A.
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Part 4. High-resolution KMM radiative Auger spectra of calcium induced by

synchrotron radiation

The KMM radiative Auger (RA) x-ray spectra of solid Ca were induced by monochro-

matic synchrotron radiation and measured with a high-resolution von Hamos spectrometer.

Two excitation energies were employed, one in the near K threshold region and the second

well above the K absorption edge. The RA spectral structure as well as the KMM RA

intensity with respect to the diagram Kβ1,3 (K −M3,2) line are found to be independent of

the excitation energy. The overall RA structure resembles the density of unoccupied outer

s-, p- and d- states. Due to solid state effects, however, spectral features resulting from

the major discrete shake-up transitions could not be resolved. The obtained total KMM

RA yield relative to the Kβ1,3 yield of 0.053(3) is compared to theoretical predictions and

available experimental data from various types of target excitation.

This work will be submitted to Physical Review A.
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Introduction
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When W. C. Röntgen discovered x-rays

in 1895 [1], he must have expected his ex-

citing observation to cause a stir among the

scientific community. However, he probably

did not realize how important this new type

of radiation would be for basic and applied

science. In the years following their discov-

ery, x-rays have indeed played a major role in

physics, chemistry, biology, medicine, cristal-

lography and other natural sciences [2]. Fur-

thermore, with the advent in the last two

decades of third generation synchrotron radi-

ation (SR) facilities, intense, monochromatic

and energy-tunable x-ray beams have become

available, which have brought a new boost to

the domain. In atomic physics, x-rays are

of prime importance to probe the inner- and

outer-shell structure of atoms because their

wavelengths are of the same order of magni-

tude as the atomic dimensions.

I. X-RAY ABSORPTION AND

EMISSION

When interacting with matter, x-rays can

either be absorbed or scattered by the atoms.

The photoabsorption leads to an attenuation

of the x-ray beam intensity because, as a re-

sult of the photoelectric effect, the photons

disappear, their whole energy being trans-

ferred to bound atomic electrons, named pho-

toelectrons, that are ejected into the contin-

uum. The kinetic energy of the photoelectron

is equal to the difference between the energy

of the incident photon and the binding en-

ergy of the atomic subshell from which the

photoelectron originates. Thus, in photoion-

ization the photon vanishes, a photoelectron

is emitted and a vacancy state is created in

the corresponding atom. If the photon en-

ergy is close to but smaller than the binding

energy of the electron, the latter cannot es-

cape from the atom, but it can be promoted

into an outer incompletely filled level. This

process is called photoexcitation.

Scattering processes may occur with or

without energy losses of the scattered pho-

tons. In the first case, called inelastic scat-

tering, a part of the photon energy is used to

promote a bound electron into an outer in-

completely occupied bound state or to eject

it into the continuum. After an inelastic scat-

tering process, the atom is left in an excited

or ionized state and the energy and direc-

tion of the scattered photon have changed.

In an elastic scattering only the photon di-

rection is modified, the energy of the particle

remaining unchanged. Thus, in both the elas-

tic and inelastic scattering processes, there is

no photon disappearance. Nevertheless, for

collimated x-ray beams, scattering processes

result also into a diminution of the incoming

x-ray beam intensity because the deflected x-

rays are removed from the collimated beam.

University of Fribourg 9 Wei CAO Ph. D. thesis



The elastic scattering cross sections decrease

with growing energy. At low energies they

are bigger than the inelastic scattering cross

sections, but as the latter increase with the

photon energy, both cross sections intersect

at given energies that are specific to the ele-

ments. For instance, for Al (Z=13) the elas-

tic and inelastic cross sections curves cross

at about 25 keV, whereas for Pd (Z=46) the

crossing point lies at 85 keV. Above the K-

edge, i.e., the binding energy of the K-shell

electrons, the photoionization cross sections

diminish with the photon energy. For ener-

gies below about 100 keV, they are 1-2 orders

of magnitude bigger than the scattering cross

sections.

The method of measuring the intensity at-

tenuation of a collimated x-ray beam by a

given absorbing medium as a function of the

energy of the incoming x-rays is called x-

ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS). Depend-

ing on the energy region of interest, close to

the absorption edge or far above it, XAS is

usually subdivided into XANES (x-ray ab-

sorption near edge structure) and EXAFS

(extended x-ray absorption fine structure).

The absorption spectra can be also computed

within the independent particle approxima-

tion model (IPA) using relativistic Hartree-

Slater (RHS) calculations. However, these

calculations cannot reproduce the oscillations

observed in the experimental XANES and

EXAFS spectra [3]. A good understand-

ing of these spectral fine structures which

are beyond the IPA predictions is, however,

mandatory for a correct interpretation of the

experimental x-ray absorption spectra and

a reliable and precise determination of the

photoionization cross sections. Due to the

fact that XANES permits to probe both the

atomic core levels and the outer unoccupied

electron states, unique signatures of a given

material can be obtained from this tech-

nique. XANES spectra also depend on the

detailed atomic structure of the sample as

well as on the electronic and vibrational prop-

erties of the latter [4]. EXAFS is commonly

understood in terms of high-order multiple-

scattering processes. Based on the Fermi’s

’golden rule’ and the electric dipole transition

approximation, an unified theory for XANES

and EXAFS was elaborated which is based on

the ’standard quasi-particle theory’ [5, 6].

Within the independent electron picture,

a single-photon absorption accompanied by

the simultaneous ejection of several bound

electrons cannot be explained by photoion-

ization. In the photoeffect, a single photon

interacts indeed with a single bound electron.

Other indirect effects such as the shakeoff

(SO) and knock-out (KO) processes based on

electron-electron interactions are thus needed

to explain the multiple ionization resulting

from single photon impact. In the shake pro-

University of Fribourg 10 Wei CAO Ph. D. thesis



cess [7], the second electron is ionized due

to the sudden change of the effective nuclear

charge resulting from the creation via the

photoeffect of the first inner-shell vacancy. In

the case of KO, the outgoing photoelectron

knocks out the second electron, leaving the

atom in a doubly-ionized state.

In contrast to photoionization, direct mul-

tiple ionization can be produced by impact

with charged particles because in this case,

several bound electrons of the target atom

can feel simultaneously the Coulomb po-

tential of the charged projectile. The di-

rect multiple ionization induced by impact

with charged particles is particularly impor-

tant in the case of heavy ions because the

corresponding cross section grows with the

squared charge of the incoming projectile. It

is worth noting here that the shake process

does not depend on the first ionization mech-

anism. Thus, SO does also exist in particle-

induced ionization and its contribution to the

multiple ionization is the same as in pho-

toionization. This is, however, not true for

the KO process because the momenta of the

first ionized electrons are in general smaller in

collisions involving charged particles than in

the case of photoionization. For instance the

contribution of KO to the double K-shell ion-

ization of Al was found to be about 3 times

smaller in the case of electron impact than

in photoionization, although similar electron

and photon beam energies were used [8].

XAS measurements can be performed in

the transmission mode or in the fluorescence

mode. In the first case, the intensities of the

incoming and transmitted x-ray beams are

measured simultaneously by two similar de-

tectors, e.g. ionization chambers, as a func-

tion of the photon energy. The absorption

spectrum can be then obtained in a straight-

forward way by dividing the measured trans-

mitted intensity by the incoming one. In gen-

eral, however, for practical reasons, the in-

verse of the absorption spectrum is preferably

determined, i.e., the intensity of the incoming

beam is divided by the one of the transmit-

ted beam. Around the K-edge or L-edges,

an abrupt increase of the absorption is ob-

served, which is due to the opening of the K-

shell or L-subshells photoionization channels.

Precise energies for the absorption edges can

be obtained by calculating the first deriva-

tive of the inverse absorption spectrum, the

edge energy corresponding indeed to the en-

ergy for which the first derivative is maxi-

mum. In the inverse absorption spectrum a

strong peak is usually observed just above the

K-edge (white line). The latter is due to the

presence of unoccupied discrete states close

to the Fermi level.

In the fluorescence mode, the fluorescence

x-ray emission spectrum of the absorbing

sample is measured, using in most cases a
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semiconductor detector. Information similar

to that provided by the transmission mode

can be obtained but there is no restriction

on the thickness of the sample. In addition,

some features related to inelastic scattering

processes are observed in the fluorescence

spectra but not in the corresponding absorp-

tion spectra. As an alternative to the flu-

orescence mode, the photoelectron spectrum

of the sample can also be measured, provided

that very thin samples are employed.

Due to the strong absorption of the incom-

ing beam above the K-edge, the transmitted

intensity is very weak. Intense x-ray sources

and thin targets are thus needed to get reli-

able results in XAS measurements performed

in the transmission mode. In this respect,

the performance of XAS has been drastically

improved by using synchrotron radiation as

the x-ray source. The improvements concern

mainly the precision and reliability of the re-

sults and the rapidity of the measurements.

For these reasons, XAS has become nowadays

a standard technique for the chemical char-

acterization of materials.

The lifetimes of inner-shell vacancies are

very small (e.g., 10−15-10−17 s, depending

on the element, for the K-shell). During

these extremely short times, the core-holes

are filled by outer shell electrons, bringing

the ion to a lower more stable energy state.

The energy ∆E released by the electron tran-

sition may lead to the emission of a pho-

ton having the energy hν = ∆E. As in this

process named radiative transition, a photon

having an angular momentum of 1~ is cre-

ated, the orbital quantum numbers of the two

atomic levels involved in the transition should

differ by |∆l| = 1. Radiative transitions

satisfying this condition are called electric-

dipole (E1) transitions. Electric-quadrupole

(E2) and magnetic-dipole (M1) transitions

which violate the |∆l| = 1 selection rule are

strongly hindered and the intensities of the

corresponding x-rays are therefore very weak.

It is interesting to note that the radiative de-

cay corresponds to the time-reversal of the

photoexcitation process.

The transition energy ∆E may also be

transferred to another bound electron which

can then escape from the ion provided that

the transition energy is bigger than the bind-

ing energy of that electron. This alterna-

tive atomic decay mode is called radiation-

less or Auger transition. Auger transitions

are autoionizing transitions since the num-

ber of vacancies in the final atomic state is

increased by one with respect to the initial

state. Thus the creation of an atomic core-

level vacancy results into cascades of radia-

tive (fluorescence) and non-radiative (Auger)

transitions. As a consequence, one can in-

vestigate the atomic relaxation by measur-

ing either the emitted x-rays or the Auger

University of Fribourg 12 Wei CAO Ph. D. thesis



electrons. The method based on the observa-

tion of the x-ray fluorescence is called x-ray

fluorescence spectroscopy (XFS) and the one

based on the measurement of Auger electrons

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). There

is a further atomic decay channel, named

radiative-Auger effect (RAE), which is much

less probable than the two others but of in-

terest in this thesis (see Part 4). In this

exotic decay mode, the transition energy is

shared between a photon and an Auger elec-

tron which are emitted simultaneously [9, 10].

Diagram x-ray lines correspond to radia-

tive transitions in which there is a single va-

cancy in the initial and final atomic states.

In inner-shell photoionization, however, dia-

gram lines may be accompanied by satellite

x-ray lines. The latter result from additional

inner-shell vacancies that are present in the

atom during the transition but are not di-

rectly involved in it. For this reason these ad-

ditional holes are called spectator vacancies.

These holes, although inactive in the tran-

sition, reduce the electronic screening of the

nuclear charge. As the effect of the screening

change decreases with the principal quantum

number n, satellite x-ray lines are shifted to-

wards higher energy with respect to their par-

ent diagram lines. As a rule of thumb, one

can say that the energy shift of a satellite

decreases with the principal quantum num-

ber of the shell in which the spectator va-

cancy is located and increases with the princi-

pal quantum number of the shell from which

the transition electron originates. For these

reasons, energy shifts of M -satellites (specta-

tor vacancy in the M -shell) are smaller than

those of L-satellites and energy shifts of satel-

lites of Kβ transitions are bigger than those

of Kα transitions. However, these energy

shifts remain small (a few eV only for light

elements), so that high-resolution x-ray de-

tectors are needed to resolve them from their

parent diagram lines.

Depending on the specific aims of the

measurements, XFS can be performed using

energy-dispersive detectors or wavelength-

dispersive spectrometers. Energy-dispersive

detectors are used preferably when high

collection efficiency is needed and a moder-

ate energy resolution is acceptable. With

wavelength-dispersive instruments whose

working principle is based on the Bragg law

[11], more precise energies can be obtained

and the resolving power is 10-100 times bet-

ter but the price to pay is a poor efficiency

as compared to energy-dispersive detectors.

The poor efficiency of wavelength-dispersive

spectrometers is due mainly to their small

solid angle. The latter can be improved

significantly by using cylindrically or spheri-

cally curved crystals but, even in this case,

the solid angle remains small (10−3-10−4

sr), which leads to longer acquisition times.
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Despite this drawback, the use of crystal

spectrometers is nevertheless mandatory

whenever an energy resolution of a few eV is

required.

II. THE PROJECTS

The present thesis belongs to the domain

of atomic inner-shell physics. It is an ex-

perimental work which contains four differ-

ent projects. The first two projects con-

cern the L-subshell Coster-Kronig yields of

Pd and Xe, the third one the L3M dou-

ble ionization of Pd induced by impact with

medium-energy electrons, and the fourth one

the KMM radiative Auger effect in Ca. The

first two and the fourth projects were carried

out using synchrotron radiation for the pro-

duction of the sample fluorescence, whereas

the measurements of the third project were

performed at the University of Fribourg us-

ing an electron gun. All four projects were

carried out by means of high-resolution x-ray

spectroscopy, employing either a Johansson

(first two projects) or von Hamos (projects 3

and 4) curved crystal spectrometer.

A. L-subshell Coster-Kronig yields of

Pd and Xe

LiLjX Coster-Kronig (CK) transitions

[12] are fast radiationless transitions, in

which a vacancy "bubbles up" from the sub-

shell i to the higher subshell j and an Auger

electron is ejected from the outer shell X.

The transition is energetically allowed only

if the difference between the binding energies

of the i and j subshells is bigger or equal

to the binding energy of the electron in the

subshell X. The vacancy transfer probabil-

ity from the subshell i to the subshell j is

called the CK yield fij. CK yields depend on

the initial- and final-state wave functions and

are very sensitive to electron binding energies

and solid-state effects [13, 14].

In general, L-subshell CK rates vary

smoothly with the atomic number Z [15]. Ex-

ceptions are observed when the binding en-

ergy of the X electron becomes suddenly big-

ger than the difference between the binding

energies of the i- and j-subshells. Particu-

larly interesting is the region around Z = 48

where a cutoff of the L1−L3 CK rate f13 ap-

pears due to the closure of the L1 − L3M4,5

CK transition which becomes abruptly en-

ergetically forbidden. The large discrepan-

cies observed between theoretical CK yields

[14, 16] and existing experimental values

[17, 18] point out the need for new sets of re-

liable and accurate experimental data. How-

ever, the experimental determination of L-

shell CK yields presents sizeable difficulties.

For this reason, data are scarce and suffer of-

ten from large uncertainties [19].
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To date, to determine the f23 CK yields,

mostly the Kα-Lα x-ray coincidence tech-

nique [19, 20] was used. The method is based

on the fact that a L3 hole is formed after the

emission of a Kα1 x-ray (K −L3 transition).

This hole can then decay via a L3−M4,5 tran-

sition with the emission of a Lα1,2 x-ray. Sim-

ilarly, the decay of a L2 hole resulting from

the emission of a Kα2 x-ray (K − L2 tran-

sition) may lead to the emission of a Lα1,2

x-ray provided that the L2 hole is transferred

beforehand to the L3-subshell by a L2L3X

CK transition. In this method, the CK rate

f23 is thus determined by multiplying the

(Kα2 − Lα1,2) to (Kα1 − Lα1,2) coincidence

rate ratio by the known Kα1 to Kα2 intensity

ratio. However, this ingenious method fails

in the case of the L1-subshell CK yields be-

cause several transitions (e.g., the K−L1 and

L1−M4,5) that should be measured in coinci-

dence are forbidden by the above-mentioned

|∆l| = 1 selection rule. For this reason, most

available experimental data concerning the

f12 and f13 CK yields were obtained from an

alternative photoionization method employ-

ing γ−rays from intense radionuclide sources

to produce the primary ionization [21].

By combining the advantages of energy-

tunable monochromatic SR beams with

the XAS and XFS techniques, a subshell-

selective photoionization can be achieved

which in turn can be used to determine all

L-subshell CK yields [22]. By measuring a

chosen fluorescence x-ray line at two beam

energies tuned just below and just above a

given absorption edge, a jump in the inten-

sity of the fluorescence line is observed from

which the CK yield can be deduced. For in-

stance, measuring the Lα x-ray line at a SR

beam energy tuned above the L3 edge but

below the L2 one, an intensity proportional

to the cross section of the L3-subshell pho-

toionization is found. Now, when the beam

energy is tuned above the L2-edge but below

the L1 one, a step-like increase in the inten-

sity of the Lα x-ray line is observed which is

due to the fact that part of the photoinduced

L2 holes were transferred to the L3-subshell

by L2L3X CK transitions. The excess of in-

tensity found for the fluorescence line with re-

spect to the previous measurement is simply

proportional to the L2-subshell photoioniza-

tion cross section multiplied by the CK yield

f23. Similarly, by tuning the beam energy

above the L1-edge, a new intensity jump is

observed from which the f13 CK yield can be

determined, provided the f12 rate is known.

The latter, however, can be determined by

means of the same method, choosing a L2 x-

ray line such as the Lβ1 (L2−M4 transition)

and tuning the SR beam energy below and

above the L1 edge.

The above method requires a precise

knowledge of the Li- and Lj- subshell pho-
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toionization cross sections. Theoretical val-

ues do exist but results from different IPA

calculations are found to scatter up to 2%

[23]. In addition, due to the hybridization

of outer orbitals as a result of solid state ef-

fects, for solid samples in the Z region of

interest large discrepancies are observed be-

tween the IPA predictions and the measured

XANES spectra [24]. Furthermore, as for

gaseous samples, for which the free atom pic-

ture should apply, some oscillations are also

observed in the XANES spectra, the discrep-

ancies between experiment and theory cannot

be explained entirely by solid state and crys-

tal effects. In fact the observed deviations are

not completely understood and different ex-

planations are still under debate [25]. Hence

precise measurements of the L-subshell pho-

toionization cross sections were needed in our

project.

In principle the fluorescence lines chosen

as references for the determination of the CK

yields can be measured by means of energy-

dispersive detectors. However, as in L x-

ray spectra of heavy elements many lines

are overlapping, it is preferable to employ

high-resolution crystal spectrometers to get

reliable results. In addition, high-resolution

spectroscopy offers the possibility to resolve

the M−satellites from their parent diagram

lines, which allows, as shown below, to dis-

tinguish the L1L3−M4,5 CK transitions from

the L1L3 −N ones.

In these two projects the Coster-Kronig

transition yields were determined for metal-

lic Pd (Z = 46) and gaseous Xe (Z = 54) by

means of the above-mentioned synchrotron-

radiation-based high-resolution photoioniza-

tion technique. The measurements were per-

formed at the XAFS beamline of the Italian

Synchrotron Radiation Source Elettra, in Tri-

este, Italy, using the Johansson bent crystal

spectrometer of Ljubljana [26]. Complemen-

tary measurements were performed later at

the European Synchrotron Radiation Facil-

ity (ESRF), in Grenoble, France, with the

von Hamos curved crystal spectrometer of

Fribourg [27].

The x-ray absorption spectra of both sam-

ples were measured over energy intervals cov-

ering the L-subshell absorption edges and

compared to the theoretical spectra obtained

from IPA calculations. As discussed before,

some significant deviations between the ex-

perimental and theoretical XAS spectra were

observed. In particular, the XANES oscil-

lations observed in the experimental spec-

tra were not reproduced by the calculations.

For this reason, the measured L-subshell pho-

toionization cross sections were employed for

the determination of the CK yields. The vari-

ation of the photoionization cross section of

a given subshell beyond the edge(s) corre-

sponding to the next subshell(s) was deter-
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mined by means of power-law extrapolations.

For the determination of the parameters en-

tering the power-law functions, the theoreti-

cal IPA results were employed. The f23 and

f13 CK yields were derived from the Lα1,2

(L3 − M4,5) relative intensity jumps at the

L edges and the f12 CK yield from the Lβ1

(L2 −M4) intensity jump at the L1 edge.

Thanks to high-resolution, the LαM satel-

lite of Pd could be separated from its parent

diagram line. This allowed us to determine

the partial L1 − L3M4,5 CK yield from the

satellite-to-diagram line yield ratio. For Xe,

the fluorescence yield ω1 of the L1-subshell

could also be determined from the intensity

ratio of the resolved Lβ4 (L1 −M2) and Lβ1

lines, which would not have been possible in

low-resolution XRF measurements, the two

lines being separated by 30 eV only.

B. Double L3M ionization of Pd induced

by impact with medium-energy electrons

For Pd, the intensity of the resolved LαM

satellite is due mainly to the L1L3−M4,5 CK

transition. In fact, this assumption was made

in the CK project to determine the partial

CK yield f
L1L3M4,5

13 . However, smaller con-

tributions to the satellite intensity may also

arise from the SO and KO processes. With

the aim of probing the contributions to the

M -satellite yield of other double ionization

processes, a new project was undertaken in

which the metallic Pd sample was bombarded

with monoenergetic electrons of different en-

ergies. The Lα1,2 x-ray spectra were mea-

sured at the University of Fribourg, using a

20 kV electron gun and the von Hamos crys-

tal spectrometer [27]. The relative intensi-

ties of the Lα1,2M satellite x-ray lines were

found to be different from those observed in

the synchrotron radiation experiment. This

is, however, not really surprising because, as

mentioned before, the KO probabilities are

not the same in electron-induced and pho-

toinduced ionization. In addition, in the

case of electrons, an additional process con-

tributes to the L3M double ionization (DI),

namely the so-called two-step-two (TS2) pro-

cess [28]. The TS2 mechanism corresponds to

the knock-out of two bound electrons from

the same atom by a single incoming electron.

Note that in the standard KO process, named

also two-step-one (TS1) process, the second

electron is knocked out by the first ionized

electron. In photoionization, the TS1 pro-

cess does also exist, the first ionized electron

being the photoelectron, but the TS2 process

does not exist, the incoming photon being an-

nihilated by the photoelectric effect.

The electron-induced TS process can be

considered as a (e, 3e) collision, with a dou-

bly ionized atom and three outgoing electrons

in the exit channel. It corresponds to a three
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body break-up process in the framework of

the four-body Coulomb scattering, and per-

mits to investigate the electron correlation ef-

fects [29]. A powerful experimental method

to study (e, 3e) processes consists of perform-

ing inclusive coincidence measurements in

which the momentum vectors of all outgoing

particles are determined [30–33]. Such multi-

coincidence measurements, however, result in

very low coincidence rates, which makes the

experiment difficult and time consuming. In

addition for solid samples, extremely thin

foils are needed.

An alternative experimental approach

consists of observing by means of high-

resolution x-ray spectroscopy the radiative

decay of the doubly ionized atoms. This

method was used for instance in the works

reported in [34] and [8]. In these studies the

double KL and double KK ionization in-

duced in several light atoms by low-energy

electrons were determined as a function of

the incident electron energy. The energy

dependent double ionization cross sections

(DICSs) were derived from the measured

intensity ratios of the resolved L satellite-

or K hypersatellite-to-parent diagram x-ray

lines, using available experimental values for

the electron-induced single K-shell ioniza-

tion cross sections. A similar experimen-

tal approach was employed in the present

project concerning the electron-induced dou-

ble L3M ionization of Pd. The measured

relative intensities of the LαM satellite re-

flecting the total DICSs, the partial TS cross

sections were determined by subtracting from

the measured satellite intensities the Coster-

Kronig and shake contributions.

For Pd the average energy shift of the

LαM satellite components with respect to

the parent diagram line is ∼ 10 eV [35].

This energy separation is too small to be re-

solved by an energy-dispersive detector, but

using the von Hamos crystal spectrometer

the two x-ray lines can easily be separated.

The project was nevertheless challenging for

the following three reasons: first, experimen-

tal data for electron-induced L-subshell sin-

gle ionization cross sections are scarce and

existing data suffer from large uncertainties

[36]. Analytical expressions [37] based on the

distorted-wave Born approximation (DWBA)

[38] provide values that are in satisfactory

agreement with available experimental data

but the predictions are poorly reliable in the

near edge regions [39]. Secondly, the dou-

ble LM ionization is more complicated than

the double KL or KK ionization due to the

L-subshell structures and the contribution to

the measured DI of the LLM Coster-Kronig

transitions. Last but not least, due to the low

efficiency of crystal spectrometers, very thin

targets cannot be used in high-resolution x-

ray spectroscopy. Thin foils are also more
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easily damaged when bombarded by intense

medium-energy electron beams due to the re-

sulting heat load. A relatively thick (about

100 µm) Pd foil was thus employed in our

project. As a consequence, all employed elec-

tron beams were stopped in the target and

the measured diagram and satellite x-rays re-

flected the single and double ionization in-

duced by impact with electrons whose ener-

gies varied in the sample from the nominal

beam energy down to zero. This made the

investigation of the TS process as a function

of the electron energy more difficult.

The above mentioned difficulties, however,

could be circumvented and the project could

be achieved successfully. In particular, the

energy dependence problem was solved by us-

ing a novel method based on the decompo-

sition of the thick target into slices of vari-

able thicknesses. The measurements were

performed for 15 different electron beam en-

ergies ranging from 4 keV to 18 keV. From

the observed intensity ratios of the resolved

LαM satellites to the parent Lα1,2 diagram

lines, the partial ratios corresponding to the

TS process were determined as a function

of the nominal electron energy, the contri-

butions to the double L3M ionization of the

L1 − L3M4,5 CK transitions [40] and shake-

off process having been subtracted before-

hand. It was found that the variation of

the TS cross sections as a function of the in-

coming electron energy was well reproduced

by using the cross section energy dependen-

cies proposed by Campos [37] and Pattard-

Rost [41–43] for the parametrization of (e, 3e)

collisions. On the other hand, the experi-

mental TS cross sections could be also de-

termined directly from the measured cross-

section-integrals, using the novel slice decom-

position method.

C. Ca KMM radiative Auger effect

The radiative Auger effect (RAE) is an ex-

otic atomic decay channel in which both an

x-ray photon and an Auger electron are emit-

ted. In this process, the electron can also

be promoted into an unfilled outer discrete

level. The RAE, named sometimes ’semi-

Auger’ process [44], represents thus an in-

termediate or hybrid decay mode between a

purely radiative and purely radiationless de-

excitation. In the RAE, the transition en-

ergy is shared between the emitted photon

and the Auger electron. The energy range of

the emitted photon extends thus from zero

(if the whole transition energy is transferred

to the Auger electron) to a maximum energy

called onset energy which is equal to the tran-

sition energy minus the binding energy of the

subshell from which the Auger electron comes

from. In the latter case, which is also the

most probable one [45], the Auger electron
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is emitted with a vanishing small kinetic en-

ergy. As a consequence, the x-ray spectrum

corresponding to the RAE is continuous with

a sharp edge at the onset energy and a long

decreasing tail on the low-energy side extend-

ing theoretically down to zero. However, if

the electron is not ejected from the atom but

promoted to an outer discrete level, the en-

ergy conservation implies that the photon is

emitted with a well-defined energy equal to

the transition energy minus the energy dif-

ference between the initial and final levels of

the excited electron. For this reason, RAE

x-ray spectra may exhibit discrete structures

above the onset energy.

Four electron levels are involved in a Ra-

diative Auger (RA) transition, namely the

level corresponding to the initial core hole,

the level from which the transition electron

originates and the initial and final levels of

the Auger electron. The last level may cor-

respond to a bound state or a state in the

continuum. Thus, RA transitions are usu-

ally denoted (nl, n′l′)nAlA, n′Al′A if the Auger

electron is excited in an outer bound level

or (nl, n′l′)nAlA, εAl′A if the Auger electron is

ejected into the continuum. In the last case, a

simpler three electron notation is often found

in the literature, the two last quantum num-

bers being omitted.

The RAE was predicted theoretically by

F. Bloch and his coworker already in 1935

[9, 10] but the first RAE observation was

done more than 30 years later by T. Åberg

and J. Utriainen during a careful examination

of the the low-energy tails of Kα x-ray lines

(K − L transitions) of several light elements

[46]. These RA transitions were called KLL

RA transitions because they correspond to a

K − L radiative transition with the simul-

taneous emission or excitation of an Auger

electron from the L shell. The RAE was ex-

plained by Åberg as resulting from the shake-

off (SO) or shakeup (SU) process following

the change of the average atomic potential

during the x-ray hole transfer [47]. This in-

terpretation has led to the terms RA SO

and RA SU transitions, depending on the

final state of the Auger electron (a contin-

uum state or a bound state). Åberg’s calcula-

tions of the RA transition probabilities were

thus derived within the Sudden Approxima-

tion (SA) model using the same wavefunc-

tion overlap integrals as those employed in

the calculations of the SO and SU proba-

bilities. Other models of calculations were

proposed later, e.g, configuration interaction

calculations (CI) [48] and radiative field cal-

culations performed within the framework of

the second order many body perturbation ex-

pansion [49, 50].

The influence of the outer unoccupied sub-

shells on the RA transitions, i.e., the sensi-

tivity of the RAE to chemical and solid state
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effects, was discussed already in the early sev-

enties [44]. It was noticed later by J. Kawai

that the KL2,3L2,3 RA spectrum resembles

the K XANES or K EXAFS ones [51]. For

this reason, Kawai re-named the RA struc-

ture occurring on the low-energy tail of the

diagram lines ’extended x-ray emission fine

structure’ (EXEFS) to emphasize the anal-

ogy between the structures observed in the

absorption spectrum (EXAFS) and the emis-

sion one (EXEFS). Since then, the novel EX-

EFS technique has proven to be a simple but

powerful tool to analyze the chemical states

of elements in compounds [52, 53]. In addi-

tion, the EXEFS method does not need SR

radiation and can thus be applied in in-house

measurements using x-ray tubes.

Besides its use in the EXEFS method, the

RA x-ray emission may also provide impor-

tant information for the study of the many-

particle interaction in atomic systems. The-

oretically, the influence of the RAE on the

atomic transition rates was taken into consid-

eration in Scofield’s relativistic Hartree-Fock

calculations [54]. Several experimental works

[55, 56] also pointed out the importance of

considering the RA transitions in the fits of

x-ray spectra to get reliable transition rates

in PIXE (particle-induced x-ray emission) or

XRF (x-ray induced fluorescence) measure-

ments. Furthermore, structures observed in

EXEFS measurements [57] showed that some

RA transitions which are forbidden by the se-

lection rules in the standard Auger process

are allowed within the configurational inter-

action model.

In principle the RAE can be investigated

by x-ray emission spectroscopy (XES) or

Auger emission spectroscopy (AES). In the

case of RA SU transitions, however, AES can-

not be employed since no electron is emitted.

Thus, in order to get all RA transitions in

a single measurement, XES is generally pre-

ferred to AES. To get a reliable RA x-ray

spectrum, a precise and detailed knowledge

of the background is needed. The latter origi-

nates mainly from the low-energy Lorentzian

tails of the close lying diagram lines, from

satellite x-ray lines and other inelastic scat-

tering events. As mentioned before, satel-

lite x-ray lines lie in most cases on the high-

energy side of the parent diagram lines but

their intensity should be fitted properly to

get a correct value of the background. Wrong

background values on the high energy sides of

the diagram lines may indeed lead to back-

grounds that are also incorrect in the RA re-

gion. On the other hand, due to the fact that

the spectator vacancies can be located in dif-

ferent subshells and because of the numerous

possibilities for the coupling of the vacancy

angular momenta, satellite x-ray lines con-

sist of many different transitions that scat-

ter over a broad energy domain. Some of
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these components may even be located on

the low-energy side of the parent diagram

transition. Such low-energy satellites were

for instance observed in 3d transition ele-

ments [58, 59], for which the outer-shell p

and d electron orbitals are widely overlap-

ping [60]. Inelastic x-ray scattering processes

in which bound electrons are promoted into

outer empty states just above the Fermi level

may also result in the appearance of x-ray

structures on the low-energy side of the di-

agram lines. In general inelastic x-ray pro-

cesses are weak except for incoming photons

having an energy close to the absorption edge

but just below it. In this case, the inten-

sity of the x-ray spectrum corresponding to

the inelastic x-ray scattering is resonantly en-

hanced [61] and contributes thus significantly

to the low-energy side background. For the K

shell, this resonant inelastic x-ray scattering

process (RIXS), named also x-ray resonant

Raman scattering (XRRS), was observed re-

cently and the corresponding cross section

determined for Al, Si and their oxides [62, 63].

The background enhancement due to RIXS

processes can, however, be avoided by tun-

ing the energy of the incoming photons just

above the K edge. In this case the intensity

of the satellites due to SO and KO processes

is also minimized since the photon energy is

smaller than the threshold energy for DI or,

at least, smaller than the energies at which

the variation of the SO and KO processes as a

function of the photon energy evinces a rapid

increase [64]. This background optimization

is, however, hardly feasible in RAE measure-

ments employing conventional x-ray sources

like x-ray tubes [65, 66] or charged particle

beams [56, 67].

The onset energies of RA spectra lying

close below the Kα or Kβ x-ray diagram

lines, measurements of the RAE by means of

low-resolution x-ray spectroscopy using solid

state detectors [68] or gas detectors [69], are

difficult to perform and need very careful and

sophisticated methods of analysis. Although

such detectors present the advantage to per-

mit the measurement of the whole diagram

plus RA x-ray spectrum at once, they cannot

resolve the RA transitions which are covered

by the strong low-energy tails of the diagram

lines. Therefore, to collect a clean RA x-ray

spectrum a high instrumental resolution of

the order of a few eV is needed. The instru-

ment should also permit to cover a wide en-

ergy range since the RA spectrum extends

in principle down to vanishingly small ener-

gies. As mentioned before, the background

can be minimized by using energy tunable

monochromatic x-ray beams tuned just above

the threshold energy for single K-shell ioniza-

tion. Such conditions are fulfilled at best by

using SR for the production of the target flu-

orescence and crystal spectrometers for the
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measurement of the RA x-rays.

In the fourth project of the present Ph.D.

thesis, the KMM RA x-ray spectrum of cal-

cium (Z = 20) was measured. For the above

mentioned reasons, SR and high-resolution x-

ray spectroscopy were employed. The mea-

surements were performed at the ID21 beam-

line of the ESRF, using the von Hamos

curved crystal spectrometer of Fribourg [27].

At first the absorption spectrum of Ca was

measured around the K edge in the fluo-

rescence mode. This allowed us to choose

the best beam energy for the RAE mea-

surements. The latter were performed using

SR beam energies lying 50 eV and 1455 eV

above the K edge. The aim of the measure-

ment at the higher beam energy was to probe

the dependence of the RAE effect and back-

ground on the energy of the incoming pho-

tons. The main KMM RA structures occur-

ring between the Kα1,2 and Kβ1,3 x-ray lines,

4 CCD positions were needed to cover the en-

ergy domain of interest. The measured spec-

tra were normalized by the beam intensity

and corrected for the self-absorption in the

target. Corrections for the solid angle of the

spectrometer, CCD quantum efficiency and

crystal reflectivity were also considered. The

RA x-ray spectra were constructed by sub-

tracting from the experimental spectra the

Voigtians corresponding to the Kα and Kβ

diagram lines and KαL and KβL satellites.

Numerical integrations of the residuals were

applied to calculate the KMM RA yields.

The low-energy tails of the RA transitions

were fitted with exponential functions. The

obtained KMM RA-to-Kβ1,3 intensity ratio

was found to be in good agreement with the

theoretical value reported by Scofield [54].

III. THESIS ARRANGEMENT

The thesis contains four main parts which

correspond each to a separate publication.

The first two parts concern the L-subshell

Coster-Kronig yields of Pd and Xe which

were determined by means of synchrotron-

radiation-based high-resolution x-ray spec-

troscopy. The experiments were carried out

separately at ELETTRA using in both cases

the Johansson bent crystal spectrometer of

IJS Ljubljana. Besides the CK rates f12,

f13 and f23 that represented the main ob-

jective of the two experiments, the partial

L1 − L3M4,5 CK yield of Pd and the L1-

subshell fluorescence yield of Xe could also

be deduced from the measurements thanks

to the high resolution of the employed crys-

tal spectrometer. Both studies were already

published as regular articles, the first one in

Physical Review A 80, 012512 (2009) and the

second one in Physical Review A 81, 012501

(2010).

The third part of the thesis concerns an
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in-house experiment devoted to the investi-

gation of the L3M double ionization (DI) in-

duced in Pd by impact with medium-energy

electrons. The particular aim of this study

was to determine the contribution of the Two-

Step (TS) process to the DI as a function of

the energy of the incoming electrons. The

measurements were performed with the von

Hamos curved crystal spectrometer of Fri-

bourg. The corresponding article was sub-

mitted recently to Physical Review A.

The fourth and last part is related to the

radiative Auger effect (RAE), a hybrid de-

cay channel of atomic inner-shell vacancies in

which both a photon and an Auger electron

are emitted. This study represents a con-

tinuation of former RAE investigations per-

formed by the Atomic and X-Ray Physics

(AXP) group of Fribourg. In these former ex-

periments, the KLM and KMM RAE prob-

abilities were determined for 4d transition el-

ements, using x-ray tubes and a Laue-type

DuMond bent crystal spectrometer. In the

present project, the KMM RA emission of

Ca was measured, using the Bragg-type von

Hamos crystal spectrometer and synchrotron

radiation for the production of the sample

fluorescence. The measurements were per-

formed at the ESRF. The corresponding pa-

per is near completion and will be submitted

soon to Physical Review A.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Coster-Kronig (CK) transitions are

special Auger transitions in which the initial

and final atomic states are characterized by

the presence of a vacancy in the same major

shell. In the CK decay an initial vacancy in

the i-subshell is transferred to a higher sub-

shell j, and a bound electron is ejected simul-

taneously. The vacancy transfer probability

is described by the so-called CK yield fij.

The CK rates depend strongly on the over-

lap between the initial and final state wave-

functions, and are very sensitive to electron

binding energies as well as solid-state effects

[1, 2].

Experimental determination of L-shell CK

yields is challenging. Data are scarce or

nonexistent and often suffer from large un-

certainties. Most measurements were per-

formed by means of the widely used Kα-L

x-ray coincidence method [1, 3] which has

proved to be a powerful tool for determin-

ing the f23 CK yield and the L2- and L3-

subshell fluorescence yields [3, 4]. For the L1

subshell this technique cannot be used since

the KL1 radiative transition is dipole forbid-

den. In addition, the Kα and L x-ray coinci-

dence detection is difficult to apply to low-Z

and mid-Z elements. The alternative pho-

toionization experimental method was lim-

ited to the use of radio-nuclides [5]. About

two decades ago, with the advent of x-ray

synchrotron radiation sources the photoion-

ization method based on the selective pho-

toionization of the L subshells by monochro-

matic synchrotron radiation was introduced

[6]. By this mean, the Coster-Kronig vacancy

shifts to higher subshells can be switched on

and off. By tuning the photon energy across

the absorption L-edges and recording the x-

ray fluorescence lines [7, 8] or detecting Auger

electrons [9, 10] all CK yields can be ob-

tained. So far, measurements of the x-ray

fluorescence lines were performed by means

of energy-dispersive semiconductor detectors.

To the best of our knowledge, high-resolution

x-ray emission spectroscopy has not been em-

ployed.

The L-subshell CK transitions around

Z=48 have drawn plenty of attention due to

the predicted cutoff of the L1 − L3M4,5 CK

transitions in this region of the periodic table.

For elements above the Z value correspond-

ing to the cutoff, the CK transition probabil-

ities vanish because the transitions are ener-

getically forbidden. From theoretical calcu-

lations [11] an abrupt cut-off between Z=49

and Z=50 is expected, however, experimen-

tal data suggest that the cut-off is not sharp

but extends over a certain range 48≤ Z ≤50
[12, 13]. Indeed, more experimental data are

needed in this mid-Z regime.

In this paper we report on the high-
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resolution synchrotron-radiation-based de-

termination of the L-subshell f12, f13 and f23

Coster-Kronig yields of Pd (Z=46). The pal-

ladium L-edge absorption spectrum [14, 15]

and the L-shell emission lines [16] are well un-

derstood, making it a good candidate for CK

rate determination. The measurements of the

Lα1,2 (L3 − M4,5) and Lβ1 (L2 − M4) lines

were carried out by means of high-resolution

x-ray emission spectroscopy. From the mea-

sured x-ray absorption spectrum the individ-

ual L-subshell photoionization cross sections

were determined and compared to theoretical

values. The CK yields were derived from the

variation of the Lα1,2 or Lβ1 fluorescence line

intensities at the absorption L-edges due to

the onsets of CK vacancy transfers.

Moreover, from the intensities of the re-

solved LαM satellite x-ray transitions the

partial CK yield fL1L3M
13 was determined.

This was possible because for elements with

Z ≤ 91 the L2 − L3M CK transition is en-

ergetically forbidden. For illustration, the

L1−L3M4,5 CK transition together with the

fluorescence decay following the CK process

are shown in Fig. 1. This experimental result

is new, since the low-resolution x-ray spec-

troscopy method [8, 17] cannot give direct

information on the LαM satellite lines result-

ing from the L1 − L3M4,5 CK process.

L
1

L
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L
3

Fermi Level

M
45

L
3

L
2

LαM

L
1

M
4,5

Fermi Levela) b)

c)

M
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L
2

L
3

Fermi Level

Ε

FIG. 1: The L1 − L3M4,5 Coster-Kronig transi-
tion and the LαM satellite x-ray emission. (a)
Photoionization of the L1 electron, (b) Coster-
Kronig process, (c) LαM satellite transition.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were carried out at the

bending magnet XAFS beamline at the Elet-

tra synchrotron, Trieste, Italy. The pri-

mary x-ray beam was monochromatized by

means of a double-crystal Si(111) monochro-

mator. To suppress higher photon energies

a Pt-coated mirror was used and the second

monochromator crystal was detuned with re-

spect to the first one. The energy bandwidth

of the monochromatized radiation was 0.4 eV

and the photon flux was ∼108ph/s. The top-

view of the experimental setup is shown in

Fig. 2. For the x-ray absorption experiment
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FIG. 2: A top-view scheme of the experimen-
tal setup showing the ionization chambers (1),
the x-ray spectrometer with the palladium tar-
get (2a), silicon crystal (3) and the CCD detec-
tor (4). For the L-edge absorption measurement
a thin Pd foil (2b) was mounted perpendicular
to the beam in the vacuum chamber installed
between the second (1b) and the third (1c) ion-
ization detector. The first ionization chamber
(1a) served to monitor the photon flux during
the x-ray emission spectra measurements.

the dedicated vacuum chamber installed be-

tween the second and the third ionization

chambers was employed. The L-edge x-ray

absorption spectrum was recorded at room

temperature in the transmission mode. A

self-supported 1.66 µm thick Pd metallic foil

was used. The photon energy was tuned with

a step width of 0.5 eV in the range from 3120

eV to 3700 eV. The incident and the transmit-

ted intensities were corrected for the attenu-

ation in the KaptonTM windows in the beam

path as well as for the gas absorption in the

ionization chambers. The experimental ab-

sorption coefficients were normalized in the

L3 pre-edge region to the attenuation data

from the NIST database [18].

For the high-resolution x-ray emission

spectra measurements the Johansson-type

curved crystal spectrometer of Ljubljana [19]

was installed in the beamline hutch between

the first and the second ionization chamber

(see Fig. 2). A 114 µm thick metallic pal-

ladium sample was mounted in the evacu-

ated spectrometer chamber at 45 deg. to the

incoming beam. The Lα x-ray fluorescence

lines of Pd were measured using a cylindri-

cally curved Si(111) crystal in the first order

of reflection. The x-ray fluorescence was ob-

served at the angle of 90 deg. with respect

to the horizontally polarized incident pho-

ton beam to minimize the background due to

elastic scattering. The diffracted x-rays were

recorded with a thermoelectrically cooled (-

40oC) back illuminated CCD (charge-coupled

device) camera consisting of 770×1153 pix-

els with a pixel size of 22.5×22.5 µm2. Posi-

tions of the target, crystal and detector were

kept fixed during the whole experiment to en-

sure constant instrumental parameters. The

instrumental energy resolution of the x-ray

spectrometer was ∼ 0.3 eV. For normaliza-

tion purposes the incident photon flux was

recorded with the first ionization chamber

each 10 seconds. Beam intensities were cor-

rected for absorption in the gas and the 25

µm thick exit KaptonTM window of the ion-

ization detector. Depending on the incident

photon energy and the total photon number,
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the time to collect an Lα x-ray spectrum var-

ied from 50 to 170 minutes. The fluorescence

spectra were calibrated using the reference

energy of the Lα1 x-ray line of 2838.64(5) eV

reported in Ref. [20].

A series of 35 Lα x-ray emission spectra

was recorded. The incident beam energy was

tuned from the L3-edge (3174 eV) to 3675

eV, i.e., 68 eV above the L1-edge (3607 eV).

Because of software acquisition problems at

the end of the experiment, the measurements

of the Lβ1 x-ray emission lines could not be

completed successfully. The latter were car-

ried out later at the ID21 beamline at the

ESRF, Grenoble, employing the Fribourg von

Hamos curved crystal spectrometer [21]. The

same thick Pd target was used and mounted

at 45.8 deg. with respect to the incident

beam and a quartz (11̄0) crystal in the first

order of reflection was employed. Four Lβ1

x-ray spectra were recorded, two at incident

beam energies below and two above the L1-

edge.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Spectra fitting

The Pd Lα x-ray spectra measured at

three different photon energies are shown in

Fig. 3. The advantage of the high-resolution

emission spectroscopy is that the individual

Lα1,2 x-ray transitions can be resolved. As

a consequence, an elaborated fitting proce-

dure [8] can be avoided. However, the di-

agram transitions may be accompanied by

satellite lines resulting from additional vacan-

cies present in the N - and M -shells during

the x-ray transition. In inner-shell photoion-

ization these multiple-vacancy configurations

may be induced by shake [22] and Coster-

Kronig processes. Due to the reduced screen-

ing of the nuclear charge the x-ray satellite

lines are shifted in energy with respect to the

diagram transitions.

To identify the underlying satellite struc-

ture for the fitting procedure the observed

x-ray spectra were compared to multi-

configuration Dirac-Fock (MCDF) calcula-

tions [23]. For illustration, x-ray spectra

measured at incident beam energies between

the L3- and L2-edges (E=3180.5 eV), be-

tween the L2- and L1-edges (E=3550 eV)

and well above the L1-edge (E=3646 eV), to-

gether with the results of the MCDF calcu-

lations are depicted in Fig. 3(a), Fig. 3(b)

and Fig. 3(c), respectively. The energies and

relative intensities of the individual MCDF

multiplet components indicate that the first

order LαN satellite is not resolved from the

Lα1,2 lines. This overlap of the LαN satel-

lite transitions with the diagram lines con-

tributes to a non-lifetime broadening of the

latter. In contrast, the LαM satellite is well
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separated from the parent diagram lines. The

calculated average energy shift of the LαM

satellite transitions relative to the Lα1 line

amounts to 10.16 eV.

From Fig. 3 it can be seen that the Lα x-

ray emission spectrum depends on the pho-

ton energy. For incident beam energies in

the vicinity of the L3-edge, the measured Lα

lines were found to be resonantly enhanced

and narrowed. For photon energies slightly

above the L3-edge, the resonant inelastic x-

ray scattering (RIXS) process leads to ad-

ditional peaks in the Lα1,2 x-ray spectrum.

For illustration, the Lα1,2 x-ray spectrum ob-

served at an incident beam energy 6.5 eV

above the L3-edge is shown in Fig. 3(a). De-

tailed works on the L-edge RIXS for other el-

ements can be found elsewhere [24, 25]. With

increasing photon energy, the LαN satel-

lite lines due to the shake process start to

broaden the diagram lines. This nonlifetime

broadening becomes more important when

additional holes in the N shell are created

via the L1,2 − L3N CK transitions. For en-

ergies above the L1-edge, the opening of the

L1 − L3M4,5 CK channel results in a promi-

nent M -shell satellite line [see Fig. 3(c)].

Taking into account the above considera-

tions, the fitting procedure was based on the

following assumptions. The Lα1,2 and Lβ1

lines consist of the diagram transitions and

the N -shell satellites that contribute to the

FIG. 3: (color online) Fitted high-resolution Lα

x-ray spectra of Pd at different incident beam
energies. The solid thick lines represent the to-
tal fit to the experimental data (dots) and the
dashed lines the individual components. (a) The
peak on the high energy side of the Lα line is
due to RIXS (see text). (b) Shown is the spec-
trum consisting of the Lα1,2 diagram lines and
the unresolved N -satellites. (c) The Lα diagram
lines, the N -satellite and resolved M -satellite
lines. The stick spectra in the lower panels cor-
respond to MCDF calculations for the LαN and
LαM satellite transitions, respectively.

spectral broadening of the Lorentzian pro-

files, while the LαM satellite transitions are

well resolved from the diagram lines. The
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high-resolution x-ray spectra were fitted by

means of the least-square minimization pro-

gram PeakfitTM. The non-lifetime broaden-

ing of the Lα1,2 and Lβ1 lines was accounted

for by letting the Lorentzian widths free in

the fit and the LαM satellite line was fitted

with a single Lorentzian function. An aver-

age energy shift of 9.68(16) eV was found for

the LαM satellite, comparable to the value

of 10.16 eV predicted by MCDF calculations.

B. Self-absorption corrections

The fitted Lα intensities were normalized

to the incident beam flux and data collecting

time. In addition, to account for the self-

absorption of the fluorescence x-rays and at-

tenuation of the incident photon beam in the

target, all fitted intensities were multiplied by

the following dimensionless correction factor

Fcorr =
[µ(E)/cos(θ1) + µe/cos(θ2)]t

1− e−[µ(E)/cos(θ1)+µe/cos(θ2)]t
, (1)

where µ(E) stands for the total experimental

absorption coefficient at the incident beam

energy E and µe corresponds to the absorp-

tion coefficient at the Lα (or Lβ) energy from

[18], t is the target thickness and θ1 and θ2

are the angles of the incident and fluorescence

photon beams with respect to the normal to

the sample surface. Note that for a thick

target as the one used in the present exper-

FIG. 4: (color online) Experimental and the-
oretical [18] photoabsorption for a 1.66 µm

thick palladium sample. For comparison, the
"smoothed background" calculated by means of
the ATHENA program is also plotted.

iments, the denominator of Eq.1 is approxi-

mately 1.

C. Correction of the L x-ray

fluorescence intensities for solid-state

effects

The measured L x-ray absorption spec-

trum is depicted in Fig. 4, where the total

photoabsorption coefficient µ multiplied by

the thickness t of the Pd foil employed for

this measurement is plotted as a function of

the energy of the incoming photon beam.

The more complex electronic structure of

solids compared to atoms results in a differ-

ent behavior of the absorption coefficient as

a function of the photon energy. For Pd, due

to the rich hybridization states, the L-edge
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absorption spectrum exhibits x-ray absorp-

tion near-edge structures (XANES), which

can extend as much as 64 eV above the L3-

edge [14], and for photon energies beyond this

region the extended x-ray absorption struc-

tures (EXAFS) [26]. As a consequence, pho-

toabsorption cross sections at the L-edges are

either enhanced or diminished compared to

the atom-like cross sections for an isolated

atom [14, 27]. To eliminate the solid-state ef-

fects and to extract the real atomic cross sec-

tion from the measured data, the ATHENA

[28, 29] program was employed. The calcu-

lations were based on the assumption that

the EXAFS oscillations are small and that

XANES dominates near threshold. The par-

tial cross sections were normalized in the EX-

AFS regions defined according to [14] and the

ATHENA spline algorithm was used. The

binding energies Ei of the Li subshells were

determined from the first order derivatives

of the rising absorption edges. The calcu-

lated "smoothed background" going through

the oscillations corresponds to the atom-like

photoabsorption cross section µat(E). The

latter is compared to the measured photoab-

sorption cross section µ(E) in Fig. 4. Since

in the energy domain of interest, the coher-

ent and incoherent scattering photoioniza-

tion cross sections are negligibly small com-

pared to the photoelectric cross section, the

total photoionization cross section σ(E) and

σat(E) were approximated by the µ(E) and

µat(E), respectively. Furthermore, subtract-

ing from σ(E) and σat(E) the polynomial

functions determined by means of the pro-

gram ATHENA from the data in the three

pre-edge regions, the subshell photoioniza-

tion cross sections σi(E) and σat
i (E) can be

obtained.

To account for the solid-state effects, the

atom-like Lα fluorescence intensity Iat
i (E)

originating from the decay of a primary va-

cancy in the Li-subshell was derived from the

partial experimental intensity Ii(E) using the

following expression:

Iat
i (E) =

Ii(E)

Ui(E)
, (2)

where the correction function Ui(E), as de-

fined in [29], is

Ui(E) = 1 +
σi(E)− σat

i (E)

σat
i (Ei)

. (3)

It should be noted that I3(E) was deduced

in a straightforward way from the fits of the

Lα line measured with beam energies below

the L2-edge, whereas for i = 2 and i = 1, the

Lα fluorescence originating from photoion-

ization of the lower lying subshell(s) was sub-

tracted beforehand (see Sect. IV). A similar

but simpler (because of a single absorption

edge) procedure was employed to correct the

Lβ1 intensities.
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D. Parametrization of the L-subshell

cross sections

The experimental Lα fluorescence inten-

sity I(E) is proportional to the total Lα x-ray

production cross section σX
Lα(E) which can be

written as

σX
Lα(E) = ωLα[σ3(E) + f23σ2(E) + (fL1L3N

13 + f12f23 + f ′13)σ1(E)] + ωLαMfL1L3M
13 σ1(E), (4a)

where σi(E) are the Li (i=1,2 or 3) sub-

shell photoionization cross sections and f ′13

denotes the L1 to L3 hole transfer rate re-

sulting from the L1L3 radiative transition.

The ωLα and ωLαM stand for the Lα diagram

line and LαM satellite fluorescence yields, re-

spectively. Similarly, the Lβ x-ray produc-

tion cross section σX
Lβ reads

σX
Lβ(E) = ωLβ[σ2(E) + f12σ1(E)], (4b)

where ωLβ is the partial Lβ1 fluorescence

yield. The CK rates can be derived from the

intensity jumps of the measured L x-ray fluo-

rescence at the L-edges, provided the depen-

dence of the subshell photoionization cross

sections σi(E) on the incident photon energy

is known.

It is generally assumed that the cross sec-

tions vary smoothly with photon energy and

within a certain energy range the dependence

can be described by a power-law [8, 30].

In the mid-Z range, the following analytical

function can be used:

σat
i (E) = ai[E(keV )]bi , (5)

where ai and bi are the fitting parameters for

a particular subshell i. The dependence is dif-

ferent for individual Li-subshells and changes

in the vicinity of the L-edges.

The XANES and EXAFS modulations in

our experimental absorption spectrum did

not permit a reliable power-law fit to the

data. In order to extract the ai and bi param-

eters we have resorted to the theoretical ab-

sorption coefficients [18, 31]. The values from

the NIST database [18] were found to be in

good agreement with our experimental data.

However, it should be noted that the pho-

toabsorption cross sections in the energy re-

gion of interest are calculated with an energy

step of ∼ 100 eV and a smaller energy grid

is obtained from an interpolation algorithm.
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This fact affects the accuracy of the fit. An

alternative is to use the data given by Ref.

[31] in which a smaller energy grid is applied.

Both sets of calculated data agree quite well

below the L1-edge. For the L1 absorption co-

efficient, however, values from [31] were found

to be ∼ 22% smaller than those from [18] and

the present experimental results. Therefore,

to obtain the ai and bi parameters the follow-

ing approach was adopted. First, the param-

eters ai and bi for the L3 and L2 absorption

coefficients and the b1 were extracted from

the data of Henke et al. [31] using Eq.(5). To

get a1, the data from [18] were fitted with a

fixed value of the b1 parameter obtained from

the former fit. The obtained fitting parame-

ters are collected in Table I. It can be seen

that b2 and b3 are almost the same, while a2 is

about half of a3. These values are consistent

with those predicted by Jitschin et al. [17]

for elements with 47≤Z≤51. For compari-

son, the fitted parameters for the data from

Ref. [18], calculated with an interpolated en-

ergy step of 2 eV, are also listed in Table I.

The experimental and theoretical [18] pho-

toabsorption coefficients are shown on the

same plot of Fig. 4. Due to the L3- and

L2-edge "white lines" which originate from

photoexcitation to the unfilled valence states

as well as the oscillatory structures result-

ing from solid-state effects, differences be-

tween the theoretical and experimental ab-

sorption data can be observed. However, the

calculated "smoothed values", for which the

changes in the absorption cross sections due

to XANES and EXAFS were averaged out,

are found in reasonable agreement with the-

ory. The minor deviations from the power-

law dependence of the cross sections based on

the independent particle approximation are

related to electron-correlations effects [30].

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The f23 CK yield was extracted from the

Lα intensity jump at the L2-edge. First, the

atom-like fluorescence intensity below the L2-

edge was fitted with the following expression:

Iat
3 (E) = Ca3ωLα[E(keV )]b3 (6)

yielding the parameter A3 = Ca3ωLα, where

C is the instrumental proportionality con-

stant. To derive the CK contribution, the

fluorescence intensities Iat
3 (E) for energies

above the L2-edge were extrapolated and

subtracted from the I(E) data. Since the L3

EXAFS oscillations are very small for photon

energies E > E2, we have assumed that the

extrapolated values I3(E)=Iat
3 (E). The ob-

tained I2(E) intensities were converted using

the correction function U2(E) to atom-like

values Iat
2 (E). The latter were fitted with
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TABLE I: Analytical fit to the L-subshell photoabsorption cross sections of palladium (in units of
103 cm2g−1).

Ionized Subshell Fitted Function Fitted Functiona

L3 16.483[E(keV )]−2.456 11.413[E(keV )]−2.158

L2 8.639[E(keV )]−2.442 11.710[E(keV )]−2.711

L1 1.082[E(keV )]−1.253 8.739[E(keV )]−2.937

aFit to the data from [18] (see text).
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FIG. 5: Ratio of the LαM satellite line to the
diagram line versus the photon energy. The solid
line represents the experimental photoionization
cross section σ1(E) normalized to the ratio at an
energy of E=3625 eV.

a similar function providing the parameter

A2 = f23Ca2ωLα. The value for f23 was then

derived from the relation

f23 =
A2a3

A3a2

. (7)

For the f13 yield, first the partial CK yield

fL1L3N
13 was determined. To this end, a sim-

ilar approach as for f23 was adopted. The

extrapolated values for Iat
2 (E) and Iat

3 (E)

were first subtracted from I(E) giving the in-

tensity IL1L3N
1 (E), and after correction with

U1(E) the corresponding atom-like function

IL1L3Nat

1 (E) was fitted to obtain the value for

the parameter AL1L3N
1 :

AL1L3N
1 = (fL1L3N

13 +f12f23+f ′13)Ca1ωLα. (8)

Subsequently, the partial CK fL1L3N
13 yield

was calculated using the following expression:

fL1L3N
13 =

AL1L3N
1 a3

A3a1

− (f12f23 + f ′13). (9)

The partial fL1L3M
13 CK yield was deter-

mined from the M -satellite intensities em-

ploying the following formula:

fL1L3M
13 =

AL1L3M
1 a3

A3a1

, (10)

where AL1L3M
1 = fL1L3M

13 Ca1ωLαM is the fit-

ting parameter for the LαM satellite fluores-

cence intensity IL1L3Mat

1 (E). Only data for

incident photon energies above 3618 eV were

considered. The CK channel is fully open

then and the M -satellite to diagram line in-

tensity ratios normalized to the experimental

photoionization cross section σ1(E) are con-

stant (see Fig. 5). For beam energies in the
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vicinity of the L1-edge a smooth rise of the

ratio with photon energy can be observed.

This variation is mainly related to the finite

lifetime of the L1 vacancy state.

A similar method was applied to deduce

the f12 yield, using the following formula:

f12 =
A′

1a2

A′
2a1

, (11)

where A′
1 = f12C

′a1ωLβ and A′
2 = C ′a2ωLβ.

Further, to account for the differences in

the fluorescence yields of the L−1
3 → M−1

4,5 di-

agram line and the L−1
3 M−1

4,5 → M−2
4,5 x-ray

transition in the presence of an additional

hole in the M4,5 shell, the ratio ωLαM/ωLα

was estimated. The following relations based

on a statistical weighting procedure similar

to the one described in [32] were employed:

ωLα =
ΓLα

Γ3

(12a)

ωLαM =
9
10ΓLα

ΓLβ + ΓLι + ΓA
L3M123M123

+ ΓA
L3M123N + 9

10 (ΓLα + 8
9ΓA

L3M45M45
+ ΓA

L3M123M45
+ ΓA

L3M45N ) + ΓA
L3NN

,

(12b)

where Γ3 is the L3-subshell total transition

rate, ΓLα the total Lα x-ray emission rate,

ΓLβ the sum of the x-ray emission rates of

the Lβ2, Lβ6 and Lβ15 transitions, and ΓA

stands for the radiationless transition rates.

In the calculation, the radiative transition

rates ΓLα, ΓLβ and ΓLι were taken from

the theoretical calculations of Scofield [33],

and the Auger probabilities were interpolated

from the values quoted in Ref. [34] for Rh

(Z=45) and Ag (Z=47). A ωLαM/ωLα ra-

tio of 1.014 was found. This value denotes

a negligibly small difference between the Lα

and LαM satellite line fluorescence yields.

As already mentioned, N - and M -shell

satellites are due not only to CK transitions,

but may also originate from the shake pro-

cess. In the shake process the primary elec-

tron is ejected rapidly and due to the sudden

change of the central potential a subsequent

excitation of a second electron to a bound

state or to the continuum takes place. To de-

lineate the role played by shake contributions

to L x-ray fluorescence intensity changes, the

shake probabilities for Pd were calculated in

the framework of the sudden approximation

model [35] using self-consistent Dirac-Fock

wavefunctions from the code of [36]. More

information on the calculations can be found

in [37]. The calculated N -shake probability

when a single vacancy is created in the Li

subshell was found to be PN=0.202, where
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for N4,5 electrons PN4,5=0.184. For the M-

shell, the shake probability of PM=0.0088 for

the initial single vacancy in the L1 subshell,

and PM=0.0092 in the L2,3 subshells, respec-

tively, were obtained.

Although the shake probabilities of N4,5

subshell electrons can reach as much as

18%, this contribution is constant over the

whole range of incident photon energies and

thus does not influence the L x-ray inten-

sity jumps. Concerning the M -shake prob-

ability, according to the sudden approxima-

tion model the above calculated values are

valid for primary photon energies higher than

about 10 times the LM double ionization

threshold, i.e., ∼6970 eV [38]. This means

that, the relative satellite intensity due to

M -shake events is even less than 1.8%, and

thus is negligibly small. Indeed, the observed

LαM satellites originate from the L1−L3M4,5

CK transitions.

Fig. 6 shows the experimental values and

fitted curves of the atom-like fluorescence in-

tensities Iat(E) given by:

Iat(E) = Iat
3 (E) + Iat

2 (E) + Iat
1 (E), (13)

where Iat
1 (E) = IL1L3Nat

1 (E) + IL1L3Mat

1 (E)

stands for the atom-like fluorescence inten-

sity due to a hole in the L1 subshell. The

fluorescence intensity jumps at the L-edges

corresponding to the particular CK transi-

FIG. 6: (color online) Atom-like fluorescence
intensities Iat(E) plotted against the incident
beam energy. Experimental points are depicted
with solid circles, while the solid lines represent
the fitted curves. The data set used to derive
the partial Coster-Kronig yield fL1L3M

13 is plot-
ted separately (solid triangles), while the dashed
line stands for the fitted values. The vertical
lines indicate the L-edges.

tion yields are also depicted. For the f23

CK rate, a value of 0.164± 0.033 was calcu-

lated using Eq.(7). The partial CK yields of

0.324 ± 0.032 for fL1L3N
13 and 0.406 ± 0.023

for fL1L3M
13 were deduced adopting for the

f12 yield the value of 0.047(1) from Eq.(11).

This f12 rate is close to the value of 0.044(4)

reported by Sorensen for Ag [9] and to the

calculated prediction of 0.065 of Chen et al.

[2] but smaller than the result of 0.1 re-

ported by Krause [39]. The total CK prob-

ability f13 = fL1L3N
13 + fL1L3M

13 amounts to

0.730 ± 0.039. It should be noted that since

the competing intrashell radiative transitions

are negligibly small compared to the CK pro-
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FIG. 7: (color online) Present f13 CK rates of
Pd (open symbols) compared to theoretical val-
ues from [2] and available experimental data for
neighboring elements, Mo [10] and Ag [8, 10, 40].

cess [10], the value of f ′13 was not taken into

consideration in the calculations.

The present results together with the the-

oretical predictions are listed in Table II

and the f13 CK probabilities are compiled in

Fig. 7. In Table II, the CK yields calculated

using the fitting parameters obtained from

the interpolated photoabsorption coefficients

of Ref. [18] are also presented. It can be seen

that both sets of data agree quite well with

each other. To the best of our knowledge, no

other experimental data for the CK yields of

Pd exist. Compared to the experimental val-

ues reported for Ag [8, 10], the total f13 rate

for Pd is found to be ∼ 20% higher.

The f23 CK rate is consistent within the

experimental uncertainty with the theoretical

value from [2]. The present total CK prob-

ability f13 is also comparable with the cal-

culations of Chen et al. [2], but the relative

contributions of the fL1L3N
13 and fL1L3M

13 CK

yields are quite different. In fact, the partial

CK transition L1−L3N for Pd is close to the

values of the semi-empirical fit of Krause [39]

for elements in the range 50≤Z≤74 for which

the L1 − L3M CK transitions are energeti-

cally forbidden [34].

The discrepancies between the theoretical

and experimental values can be partly as-

cribed to the overestimated theoretical L1 −
L3M transition rates. As already pointed out

by Chen et al. [41] for the case of Ag, ad-

justing the L1 − L3M4,5 rate by a factor 0.4

leads to a better agreement of the experimen-

tal and theoretical L1 level widths. Indeed,

for Pd the calculated L1 width is 6.8 eV [2],

while a value of 3.9 eV is recommended by

Campbell and Papp [42]. We have therefore

rescaled the theoretical CK transition width

ΓCK
L1L3M using the following transformation:

Γ1 = ΓA
tot + ΓR

tot =
ΓA

tot

1− ω1

−→ Γexp
1 =

∑
(−) ΓA + ΓCK

L1L3N + ηΓCK
L1L3M

1− ω1

, (14)
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TABLE II: Coster-Kronig transition yields of palladium.

f23 f12 f13 fL1L3N
13 fL1L3M

13

Present 0.164(33) 0.047(1) 0.730(39) 0.324(32) 0.406(23)
Presenta 0.130(30) 0.072(4) 0.743(45) 0.307(34) 0.436(29)
Theoryb 0.154 0.065 0.75 0.095 0.655
Theoryc - 0.103 0.58 0.163 0.418
Ag [8] 0.18(3) 0.14(3) 0.58(5)
Ag [9] 0.16(3) 0.044(4) 0.61(5)

Ag Theoryb 0.155 0.068 0.74 0.108 0.634
Ag Theoryc - 0.109 0.56 0.191 0.364

aThese results were derived using the fitting parameters listed in the second column of
Table I.
bCalculations by Chen et al. [2, 34].
cCalculations with adjusted L1 − L3M transition rates (see text).

where Γ1 and Γexp
1 represent the theoreti-

cal and experimental widths of the atomic

level L1, ΓA
tot and ΓR

tot the sum of the widths

of all Auger and radiative transitions decay-

ing L1-vacancy states, ω1 the partial fluores-

cence yield of the L1-subshell,
∑

(−) ΓA the

total L1 Auger width minus the widths of

the L1 − L3M and L1 − L3N CK transi-

tions, and η is a constant. The widths of the

radiationless transitions were obtained from

the Auger transition probabilities reported

by Chen [34], whereas the width Γ1 and fluo-

rescence yield ω1 were taken from Ref. [2] and

the experimental width Γexp
1 from Ref. [42].

The adjustment factor η can be deduced from

(14):

η =
(1− ω1)Γ

exp
1 −∑

(−) ΓA − ΓCK
L1L3N

ΓCK
L1L3M

.

(15)

As Chen’s calculations reported in [2, 34] con-

cern only the neighbour elements Rh (Z=45)

and Ag (Z=47), the factors η were first com-

puted for these two elements. Values of 0.425

and 0.325, respectively, were obtained from

which the factor η corresponding to Pd was

then determined by interpolation. Finally,

the adjusted CK yields fadj
12 , fL1L3M,adj

13 and

fL1L3N,adj
13 given in Table II were calculated

by means of the following relations:

fadj
12 =

Γ1

Γexp
1

f12 (16a)

fL1L3M,adj
13 =

η · Γ1

Γexp
1

fL1L3M
13 (16b)

fL1L3N,adj
13 =

Γ1

Γexp
1

fL1L3N
13 . (16c)

As shown in Table II, the obtained fL1L3M,adj
13

value is close to our experimental result, but

the fL1L3N,adj
13 rate is still a factor of two
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smaller. This results in a twice as large ex-

perimental L1−L3N to L1−L3M CK yields

ratio compared to the calculated one. A sim-

ilar trend can be also observed for Ag. Calcu-

lations including many-body and solid-state

effects for the radiative and nonradiative L1-

subshell decay rates and more experimental

data in this Z region would certainly help to

unravel the observed discrepancies.

The estimated uncertainties of the derived

Pd CK yields of 10-25% stem mainly from

the uncertainties of the fitting parameters

Ai. With the current method the solid-

state effects could be diminished to a large

extent and the effect of the parameters bi

was found to be small. However, the differ-

ences between the experimental and relativis-

tic Hartree-Slater (RHS) calculations, caused

by the electron-correlation effects [17], can be

as much as 3% below the L2-edge and 4%

above, respectively. These differences also

affect the uncertainties of the Lα intensities

extracted from the extrapolation of the fitted

photoionization cross sections beyond the in-

dividual L-subshell edges, in particular the

L3-edge. It should be also noted that numer-

ical results of different theoretical predictions

can vary up to 2% [43]. All of these effects

can lead to uncertainties up to 30% for the

CK yields [3].

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have carried out the first determina-

tion of the Coster-Kronig transition yields

for Pd via synchrotron-radiation-based high-

resolution measurements of the L x-ray emis-

sion lines. By means of a fitting procedure

making use of the power-law dependence of

the photoionization cross sections on the pri-

mary photon energy, the f23 and f13 CK

yields were derived from the relative Lα in-

tensity jumps at the L-edges, and the f12 rate

from the Lβ1 intensity jump at the L1-edge.

The measured L-edge x-ray absorption spec-

trum was compared to the theoretical cross

sections and served to correct the L x-ray

intensities for solid-state effects. Thanks to

the resolved LαM satellite lines, the par-

tial L1 − L3M4,5 CK transition yield could

be determined. The differences in the tran-

sition probabilities for the M -satellite lines

and the parent diagram lines were accounted

for. The sensitivity of the CK yields to the

parametrization of the photoabsorption cross

sections was also considered. Our result for

the total f13 CK yield is consistent with the

theoretical calculations of Chen et al. [2],

however, the obtained value is higher com-

pared to the experimental ones for neighbor-

ing elements.

The discrepancies between the present and

theoretical values for the relative contribu-
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tions of the partial L1 − L3N and L1 − L3M

CK yields point to the need of including

many-body and solid-state effects for the ra-

diative and nonradiative L1-subshell decay

rates. While the total f13 Coster-Kronig

yields are available, the experimental data

for partial f13 CK transition rates are scarce

or not existing. More experimental values

obtained from measurements with the syn-

chrotron radiation based high-resolution x-

ray emission or Auger-electron spectroscopy

techniques for the relative contributions of

the partial L1−L3N and L1−L3M CK yields

are called for.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The decay scheme of atomic inner-shell

vacancies is branched into cascades of ra-

diative and non-radiative-Auger transitions.

The Coster-Kronig (CK) transitions are the

fastest Auger transitions, in which the va-

cancy transfers within the same major shell.

The vacancy transfer probability from the i

subshell to the higher j subshell is called the

CK yield fij. CK rates depend on the initial-

and final-state wave functions and are very

sensitive to electron binding energies as well

as to solid-state effects [1, 2].

Particularly interesting is the region

around Z = 48 where a sharp decrease in the

f13 value is expected due to the L1 − L3M4,5

transitions becoming energetically forbidden.

Large discrepancies between the theoretical

[2, 3] and existing experimental results [4, 5]

point out the need for new accurate data. Ex-

perimental determination of the L-shell CK

yields presents, however, considerable diffi-

culties. For this reason, data are scarce and

often suffer from large uncertainties [6]. To

date, to determine the f23 yields, mostly the

Kα-L x-ray coincidence method [6, 7] was

used. This technique, however, fails in the

case of the L1-subshell CK yields due to the

dipole forbidden K −L1 radiative transition.

The alternative photoionization experimen-

tal method was limited to the use of radionu-

clides [8].

The subshell-selective photoionization

method based on energy-tunable monochro-

matic synchrotron radiation [9] offers the

possiblity to measure all L-subshell CK

yields. This method has been successfully

applied to determine CK yields for solids

[9–13] as well as for Xe [14]. So far, most

measurements of the x-ray fluorescence

lines were performed by means of energy-

dispersive semiconductor detectors. In

our recent work on Pd (Z = 46) [15], the

subshell-selective photoionization method

was combined with high-resolution x-ray

spectroscopy, allowing even the partial

L1 − L3M4,5 CK yield to be deduced. By

applying this technique to elements within

the mid-Z region it would certainly be

possible to reveal the L1 CK yield cutoff

trend.

In this paper, we report on the revisit

of the L-subshell f23, f13 and f12 Coster-

Kronig yields for xenon (Z = 54) via the

synchrotron-radiation-based high-resolution

x-ray spectroscopy technique. The individ-

ual L-subshell photoionization cross sections

were determined from the measured x-ray-

absorption spectrum. The measurements of

the Lα1,2 (L3 − M4,5) and Lβ1 (L2 − M4)

lines were carried out by means of a high-

resolution Johansson-type crystal x-ray spec-

trometer. The CK yields were derived from
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the variation of the Lα1,2 and Lβ1 fluores-

cence line intensities at the absorption L

edges due to the onsets of CK vacancy trans-

fers. In addition, the L1-subshell fluorescence

yield ω1 was also determined from intensity

ratios of the well resolved Lβ4 and Lβ1 lines.

II. EXPERIMENT

The measurements were performed at

the x-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS)

beamline of Elettra synchrotron in Trieste,

Italy, employing the JSI x-ray spectrometer

[16]. The primary x-ray beam was monochro-

matized by means of a double-crystal Si(111)

monochromator and higher harmonics were

reduced with a Pt-coated mirror. The pho-

ton flux incident on the Xe sample was∼ 1010

photons/s. The Xe gas was contained in a

10 mm long stainless steel cell sealed with

12.5 µm thick KaptonTM foils. Two ioniza-

tion chambers, one in front and one after

the spectrometer, were used for the absorp-

tion measurements and also for normalization

purposes. The experimental setup was simi-

lar to the one described in [17].

For the absorption measurement, the Xe

gas pressure was kept at a nominal value of

500 mbar. In order to obtain both a high

enough photon beam transmission and de-

tector efficiency, the percentages and pres-

sures of the helium-nitrogen gas mixtures for

each of the ionization chambers were opti-

mized. The photon energy was tuned with

0.2 eV steps in the range from 4500 to 5800

eV. Another scan over the same energy range

was performed with an empty target cell in

order to determine the residual attenuation

in the KaptonTM windows and in the ioniza-

tion chambers. For the fluorescence measure-

ments, the Xe gas pressure was 200 mbar.

The L x-ray fluorescence lines of Xe were

measured at an angle of 90o with respect

to the horizontally polarized incident pho-

ton beam. A cylindrically curved quartz

(101̄0) crystal in the second order of reflection

was employed. The diffracted x rays were

recorded with a thermoelectrically cooled (-

40 oC) back-illuminated charge coupled de-

vice (CCD) camera consisting of 770 × 1153

pixels with a pixel size of 22.5 × 22.5 µm2.

The x-ray spectrometer energy resolution was

about 0.2 eV. For normalization purposes, the

incident photon flux was recorded online with

the first ionization chamber each 10 s. Beam

intensities were corrected for absorption in

the ionization chamber and the KaptonTM

windows in the beam path.

The fluorescence spectra were calibrated

using the reference energies of the Lα1 (or

Lβ1) x-ray line reported in Ref.[18]. Depend-

ing on the incident photon energy and the

total photon number, the time to collect an

L x-ray spectrum varied from 50 to 170 min.
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A series of 14 Lα and another series of 7 Lβ1

x-ray emission spectra were recorded. The

incident-beam energy was tuned from 4850

eV (68 eV above the L3-edge E3) to 5700 eV

(247 eV above the L1-edge E1) for the mea-

surements of the Lα lines, and from 5200 eV

(96 eV above the L2-edge E2) to 5750 eV (297

eV above E1) for the Lβ1 and Lβ4 lines.

III. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Spectra fitting

The Xe Lα and Lβ1 x-ray spectra mea-

sured at two different photon energies are

shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively. It

can be seen that the high-resolution x-ray

emission spectroscopy employed in our work

permits to resolve the individual Lα (or Lβ)

x-ray transitions, thus avoiding an elaborate

fitting procedure such as is needed in the

case of L-x-ray spectra measured with en-

ergy dispersive detectors [13]. In inner-shell

photoionization, however, the diagram tran-

sitions may be accompanied by satellite lines

resulting from additional vacancies present in

outer-subshells via Coster-Kronig and shake

[19] processes. Due to the reduced screening

of the nuclear charge, the x-ray satellite lines

are shifted in energy with respect to the dia-

gram transitions.

Multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock (MCDF)

calculations [20] show that the first-order N -

and O-satellites are not resolved from the

Lα and Lβ1 parent lines. This overlap of

the LN and LO satellite transitions with

the parent diagram lines results in a non-

lifetime broadening of the latter. Our calcu-

lations, performed within the framework of

the sudden approximation model using self-

consistent Dirac-Fock wave functions from

the code of reference [20], predict for the O-

shake probability a value of 0.14 and for the

N -shake 0.05. Although the O-shell electron

shake contribution is non negligible, the fluo-

rescence intensity jumps are not affected be-

cause it is constant over the measured photon

energy range. The same holds for the N -shell

shake contribution. For incident beam en-

ergies tuned above the L1-edge, the opening

of the L1 − L3N CK channel results in an

asymmetry on the high-energy flank of the

Lα1 line (see Fig. 1(b)). The LαM satel-

lite transitions, expected at∼13 eV above the

Lα1 line, were not observed. This is not sur-

prising because the L1−L3M CK transitions

are energetically forbidden and the M -shake

probability of 0.006 is negligibly small.

Taking the above considerations into ac-

count, each Lα1,2 line was fitted by two

Lorentzians with widths as free parameters.

Above the L1-edge an additional Lorentzian

profile was needed to account for the Lα1N

satellite contribution. For the Lβ1 line as well
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Fitted high-resolution Lα

x-ray spectra of Xe at different incident-beam
energies, (a) E =4950 eV and (b) E=5600 eV.
Solid thick lines represent the total fit to the ex-
perimental data (dots) and dashed lines the in-
dividual components.

as for the Lβ4 (L1−M2) line observed for pho-

ton impact energies tuned above the L1 edge

(see Fig. 2(b)), a single Lorentzian profile was

used because the L1 − L2N CK transitions

are very weak. The fitted L x-ray intensities

were normalized to the same incident photon

flux and data acquisition time. In addition,

each spectrum collected at an incident energy

E was weighted by the corresponding beam-

absorption correction factor

Fcorr(E) =
µ(E)b

1− exp[−µ(E)b]
, (1)

which is valid for a perpendicular experi-

mental geometry [21]. The total attenua-

tion µ(E)b, where b stands for the interaction
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Fitted high-resolution
Lβ1 (L2 − M4) x-ray spectra of Xe at different
incident-beam energies, (a) E =5250 eV and (b)
E=5700 eV. Solid thick lines represent the total
fit to the experimental data (open circles) and
dashed lines the individual components. In (b),
the peak on the high energy side of the Lβ1 line
corresponds to the Lβ4 (L1 −M2) transition.

path, was measured at a target gas pressure

of 200 mbar in the beam energy range 4500

eV ≤E≤ 5800 eV with 1 eV steps.

B. L-subshell cross section

parametrization

The experimental Lα fluorescence inten-

sity I(E) is proportional to the total L x-ray

production cross section
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σX
Lα(E) = ωLα[σ3(E) + f23σ2(E) + (f13 + f12f23 + f ′13)σ1(E)], (2)

where σi(E) are the Li (i=1,2 or 3) sub-

shell photoionization cross sections and f ′13

denotes the L1 to L3 hole transfer rate re-

sulting from the L1−L3 radiative transition.

The ωLα stands for the Lα diagram line flu-

orescence yield. Similarly, the Lβ1 and the

Lβ4 x-ray production cross sections are

σX
Lβ1

(E) =
ΓLβ1

Γ2

[σ2(E) + f12σ1(E)], (3)

and

σX
Lβ4

(E) =
ΓLβ4

Γ1

σ1(E) =
ΓLβ4

Γrad
1

ω1σ1(E), (4)

respectively. ΓLβ1 and ΓLβ4 represent the flu-

orescence widths of the two transitions, Γ1

and Γ2 the total widths of the L1 and L2 sub-

shells, and Γrad
1 the radiative width of the L1

subshell.

In order to derive the CK yields from the

measured L x-ray fluorescence intensities, the

variation of the photoionization cross sec-

tions with photon energy should be known.

It is generally assumed that within a cer-

tain energy range the cross sections vary

smoothly with photon energy and the de-

pendence can be described by a power-law.

According to the independent particle ap-

proximation (IPA) calculations, the single Li-

TABLE I: The fitting parameters for the power-
law dependence of the Li-subshell (i = 3, 2, 1)
photoionization cross sections.

i
Parameter 3 2 1

ai (Mbarn) 7.640 4.076 -
ai [14](Mbarn) 7.818 3.716 0.467
bi [14] -2.753 -2.654 -1.765

subshell photoionization cross section σi for

Xe can be expressed as

σi(E) = aiE
bi , (5)

where ai is in the unit of Mbarn and E in

keV.

The Xe L-shell photoionization cross sec-

tions are shown in Fig. 3. Because the tem-

perature and pressure of Xe in the gas cell

could not be determined accurately, the mea-

sured Xe L-edge absorption spectrum was

normalized to the L3-pre-edge x-ray absorp-

tion coefficients reported by Wuilleumier [22].

The L3-pre-edge attenuation coefficients were

fitted with the power-law and extrapolated in

order to get the total L-shell photoionization

cross section.

Below the L2 edge, the L3-subshell ioniza-

tion cross section is given by the measured to-

tal L-shell photoionization cross section. The
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latter is depicted by circles in Fig. 3 and

compared to the power-law dependence of

Jitschin et al. [14] shown by the dashed line.

Obvious deviations of our experimental val-

ues from those based on the IPA calculations

are observed. These differences could be due

to many-body and multi-ionization effects.

However, in the region slightly below the

L2 edge, the slopes of our experimental and

IPA theoretical curves match each other quite

well. Thus, adopting for the parameter b3 the

value of Jitschin et al. [14], the curve given by

Eq. (5) was just scaled down to match the ex-

perimental points before the L2 edge. Above

the L2 edge, the rescaled power-law curve was

used to extrapolate the L3-subshell cross sec-

tion which was then subtracted from the ex-

perimental values to get the L2 and L2- plus

L1-subshell cross sections for incident beam

energies E2 < E < E1 and E > E1, respec-

tively. Similarly, the L1-subshell cross section

was obtained by subtracting the extrapolated

values from the rescaled power-law curve for

the L2-subshell cross section. The parame-

ters ai of the rescaled extrapolation curves

together with the parameters ai and bi of

Jitschin et al. [14] are listed in Table I. The

fitted curves are depicted with solid lines in

Fig. 3.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Experimental and theo-
retical L-subshell photoionization cross sections
of Xe. The solid lines are the extrapolated curves
obtained by scaling the analytical expression
given by Eq.(5) to the measured values (open cir-
cles). The dashed lines are the theoretical values
given by Jitschin et al. [14].

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The method used to get the CK yields for

Xe is similar to the one reported in our pre-

vious work [15]. The f23 CK yield was ex-

tracted from the Lα intensity jump at the L2

edge. First, the fluorescence intensity below

the L2 edge was fitted with the following ex-

pression

I3(E) = CωLασ3(E), (6)

where C is the instrumental proportional-

ity constant. From the fit the parameter

A3 = CωLα was obtained. To derive the

CK contribution, the fluorescence intensities

I3(E) for energies above the L2 edge were

extrapolated and subtracted from the I(E)
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data. For incident beam energies between the

L2 and L1 edges, the values

I2(E) = I(E)− I3(E) (7)

correspond to the additional fluorescence in-

tensities due to the L2−L3 CK process. From

the fit of I2(E), the parameter A2 = f23CωLα

was obtained. Finally, the f23 CK rate was

derived from the ratio of A2 to A3:

f23 =
A2

A3

. (8)

Similarly, the f13 CK yield can be expressed

as

f13 =
A1

A3

− f12f23, (9)

where the f12 yield is given by the Lβ1 inten-

sity jump at the L1 edge:

f12 =
A′

1

A′
2

. (10)

Here, A′ is introduced to distinguish the Lα

and Lβ1 intensities. The fitting parameters

for the Lβ1 line intensities are A′
2 = C ′ωLβ1

and A′
1 = f12C

′ωLβ1 , where the instrumen-

tal proportionality constant is C ′ due to the

changes of the crystal and detector positions,

etc. The term f ′13 is omitted in Eq. (9) be-

cause the competing intrashell radiative tran-

sition L1−L3 is negligibly weak compared to

the CK process [12].

Results of the fitting procedure for the Lα
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FIG. 4: (Color online) The Lα1,2 x-ray fluores-
cence intensities (open squares) fitted with the
measured photoionization cross sections (open
circles). The solid lines show the corresponding
extrapolated power-law curves.

intensities are presented in Fig. 4. Values of

0.118±0.029, 0.383±0.037 and 0.096±0.016

were found for the f23, f13 and f12 Coster-

Kronig yields, respectively. They are listed

in the first row of Table II. For compari-

son, CK yields adopted in the former work

[14] are listed in the second row. The theo-

retical predictions given by Chen et al. [2],

the values recommended by Campbell [6] and

the semi-empirical values reported by Krause

[23] are also quoted. Our data for the f12

and f23 are in general smaller than the val-

ues from theoretical and semi-empirical pre-

dictions, but are consistent with the values

adopted by Jitschin et al. [14]. For the f13

CK rate, however, the listed values in Table II

differ: the present value is closer to the one

reported by Chen et al. [2], while the result
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from the work of Ref.[14] is closer to the one

by Campbell [6]. To make a detailed compar-

ison with the former work of Jitschin et al.

[14], data with and without electron correla-

tion corrections [14] are also presented in the

table. The current value for f13 is found to be

closer to the result obtained in [14] from the

IPA fit, but much larger than the one with

correlation corrections.

In order to get a more general view of the

Z-dependence for the f13 yield in this Z re-

gion, the f13 CK probabilities for Xe and the

existing experimental results for neigbouring

elements Mo (Z = 42) [12], Pd (Z = 46) [15],

Ag (Z = 47) [12, 24], and the recent results

for Ba (Z = 56) [25] and La (Z = 57) [26]

are compiled in Fig. 5. It can be seen that

the present result is in reasonable agreement

with values for higher Z elements (Ba and

La) and also with the partial L1−L3N yield

for Pd.

Differences among the f13 CK yield val-

ues can be attributed mainly to the deter-

mination of the Li-subshell photoionization

cross sections. Limitations of the IPA model

can be clearly seen in Fig. 3. The discrep-

ancies between the IPA model and the fit to

the present experimental data could be due

to multiple ionization processes [27, 28], elec-

tron correlation effects [29, 30], quantum in-

terferences between one and two electron ex-

citation processes [31], or the dynamic screen-
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Present f13 CK rate of Xe
(open circle). The datum is compared to theo-
retical values from [2], the available experimental
data for the neighboring elements, Mo [12], Pd
[15], Ag [11, 24], Ba [25], La [26], and for Xe [14]
to the adopted value, as well as to values with (*)
and without (+) electron correlation corrections.
The fLLN

13 denotes the Pd partial L1 −L3N CK
yield obtained in [15].

ing effects [32]. Calculations including these

effects could lead to a more precise total L-

shell photoionization cross section. This is an

issue still under debate [33] which is, however,

beyond the scope of the present work.

When the energy of the photon beam

is tuned above the L1 edge, both Lβ1 and

Lβ4 transitions are observed in the mea-

sured spectrum (see Fig. 2(b)). The inten-

sity ratio of these two close lying lines can

be accurately calculated, giving the possibil-

ity to determine the ω1 fluorescence yield.

This method is straightforward and free from

elaborate spectrometer efficiency corrections

[7, 34]. Using Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), the L1-
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TABLE II: Coster-Kronig rates and the L1 fluorescence yield for Xe.

f23 f13 f12 ω1

Present 0.118(29) 0.383(37) 0.096(16) 0.059(2)
Jitschin [14] 0.14(2) 0.23(4) 0.12(3) -
Chen [2] 0.174 0.328 0.196 0.048
Campbell [6] 0.159(40) 0.25(8) - -
Krause [23] 0.154(31) 0.28(4) 0.19(4) 0.046(9)
Jitschin [14]∗ 0.115 0.185 0.095 -
Jitschin [14]+ 0.174 0.316 0.169 -
∗ Results with electron correlation corrections
+ Results without electron correlation corrections

subshell fluorescence yield is given by

ω1 =
ILβ4

ILβ1

ΓLβ1

ΓLβ4

Γrad
1

Γ2

[f12σ1(E) + σ2(E)]

σ1(E)
.

(11)

By adopting for ΓLβ1 and ΓLβ4 the interpo-

lated values of Campbell and Wang [35], and

for the Γrad
1 and Γ2 the calculations of Chen

et al. [2], ω1 was found to be 0.059 ± 0.002.

This result is higher than the theoretical pre-

dictions of Chen et al. [2] and Krause [23],

and smaller than the value of 0.068 ± 0.007

determined for Ba (Z = 56) [25].

V. CONCLUSION

We have determined the Coster-Kronig

transition yields for Xe via synchrotron-

radiation-based high-resolution measure-

ments of the L x-ray emission lines. By

making use of the measured L-subshell pho-

toionization cross sections and the power-law

dependence of the photoionization cross

sections on the primary photon energy, the

f23 and f13 CK yields were derived from the

relative Lα intensity jumps at the L edges,

and the f12 rate from the Lβ1 intensity jump

at the L1 edge. From the intensity ratios of

the Lβ4 and the Lβ1 lines, the fluorescence

yield of the L1-subshell was also determined.

Present results for the f12 and f23 CK

yields were found to be consistent with those

of Jitschin et al. [14], whereas for the f13

rate a higher value was obtained. The dis-

crepancy was mainly attributed to the differ-

ent parametrization of the Li photoionization

cross sections and, in particular, to the lim-

itations of the IPA model used by Jitschin

et al.. Indeed, the multiple electron excita-

tion, many-body and time-dependent effects,

which are implicitly included in our mea-

sured photoionization cross sections, were ne-

glected in the IPA theoretical predictions. To

further reduce the uncertainty of the CK val-

ues, more elaborate calculations would be

needed. Experimentally, coincidence mea-
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surements between the CK electron and the

photon or Auger electron emitted in the sub-

sequent decay would allow to separate the L3

and L2 photoionization cross sections above

the L2 and L1 thresholds, respectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The electron-induced double ionization

(DI) of neutral atoms may result from di-

rect mechanisms for the ejection of two elec-

trons without any internal atomic rearrange-

ment, or indirect mechanisms in which the

ejection of a single inner-shell electron is fol-

lowed by an Auger decay. Direct mechanisms

can be subdivided into shake [1] and so-called

two-step-one (TS1), and two-step-two (TS2)

processes [2]. Shake results from the sudden

change in the atomic potential as a conse-

quence of an inner-shell ionization or nuclear

decay, whereas the TS1 process describes the

knock out (KO) of a second bound electron

by the first ionized electron and the TS2 pro-

cess corresponds to the knock-out of two elec-

trons from the same atom by a single incom-

ing electron.

TS processes are important because they

result from electron-electron interactions and

permit therefore to investigate electron cor-

relation effects. A straightforward method to

study the TS processes is provided by (e, 3e)

experiments [3–5]. An alternative experimen-

tal approach consists to observe by means of

high-resolution spectroscopy the radiative de-

cay of atoms doubly ionized by electron im-

pact. The latter method was used for in-

stance by Mauron and Dousse [6]. In this

study the double KL ionization induced in

several light atoms by low-energy electrons

was determined as a function of the inci-

dent electron energy. The energy dependent

double ionization cross sections (DICSs) were

derived from the measured intensity ratios

IKαL(1) : IKαL(0) of the resolved L-satellite-

to-parent-diagram x-ray lines, using available

experimental values for the electron-induced

single K-shell ionization cross sections.

The determination of two-step L3M

DICSs of mid-Z elements by means of the

second experimental approach is, however,

quite challenging for the following reasons.

First, experimental data for the L-subshell

electron-induced single ionization cross sec-

tions (EIICSs) are scarce and suffer of large

uncertainties [7]. Many theoretical predic-

tions for the EIICSs are also questionable.

For instance, those from [8] and [9] are in

good overall agreement with the recent ex-

perimental values of [10], but they poorly re-

produce the experimentally observed energy

dependencies of the cross sections, especially

for energies close to the ionization thresh-

olds [10]. Secondly, the use of the satellite-

to-diagram line ratio method requires that

the M -satellite lines are well resolved from

their parent diagram lines, which is not an

easy task. According to multi-configuration

Dirac-Fock (MCDF) calculations [11, 12], for

mid-heavy elements the average energy shift

of the LαM -satellites with respect to the par-
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ent Lα diagram line is indeed only ∼ 10

eV. Low-resolution detectors are unable to re-

solve such close lying satellite lines and the

use of crystal spectrometers is thus manda-

tory. However, the latter suffer from a poor

efficiency as compared to low-resolution de-

tectors, which makes the measurements more

difficult and time consuming. Last but not

least, L1,2−L3M Coster-Kronig (CK) transi-

tions, if energetically allowed, contribute sig-

nificantly to the observed L3M double ion-

ization and the measured LαM to Lα1,2 in-

tensity ratios have to be corrected to account

for this indirect DI contribution. Therefore,

for the determination of the TS cross sec-

tions via the satellite-to-diagram line inten-

sity ratio method, reliable CK probabilities

are needed.

Analytical expressions for the EIICSs

based on the distorted-wave Born approxi-

mation (DWBA) [13] were published recently

[14]. The theoretical values obtained from

these analytical expressions were found to

be in good agreement with the experimen-

tal cross sections reported for the L subshells

in [15] and to provide reliable results even

for energies close to the ionization thresholds.

On the other hand, a precise value was ob-

tained lately for the L1 − L3M4,5 CK yield

of Pd by means of synchrotron-radiation-

based high-resolution x-ray spectroscopy [16].

Hence Pd was chosen in the present work to

investigate the contribution of TS processes

to the electron-induced L3M double ioniza-

tion of mid-Z elements.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was performed at the

Physics Department of the University

of Fribourg, employing a high-resolution

reflecting-type von Hamos curved crystal

spectrometer [17] for the measurements

of the target x-ray emission. The sample

fluorescence was produced by bombarding

the Pd target with the beam from an energy-

tunable thermo-ionic electron gun. The

latter was equipped with a Ta disk cathode

and electrostatic focusing and deflection

electrodes. With this cathode, the electron

gun can be operated safely at a pressure of

10−6 mbar which corresponds to the vacuum

in the spectrometer chamber for standard

operation. The accelerating voltage can be

varied from 50 V to 20 kV, with a precision

of 1 V. The beam current is independently

adjustable from 1 µA to 1 mA. Thanks to a

feedback stabilized emission current control,

the relative stability of the electron beam

intensity is better than 0.1%.

A top view of the experimental setup is

depicted in Fig. 1. As shown, the electron

beam was perpendicular to the crystal and

detector translation axes which are both par-
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allel to the dispersion direction of the spec-

trometer. The Pd target consisted of a thick

metallic foil. It was positioned so that the

angle δ between the normal to the foil and

the beam direction was 29.6◦. The exit an-

gle of the x-rays relatively to the normal to

the sample surface was thus κ = π/2− δ− θ,

where θ stands for the Bragg angle. To avoid

that the foil melts as a result of the heatload

due to the electron bombardment, a rather

large thickness of 114 µm was chosen. The

von Hamos spectrometer was operated in the

so-called slit geometry. In this geometry, the

target is viewed by the crystal through a nar-

row slit which is located on the translation

axis of the detector and serves as the effec-

tive source of x-ray radiation. For this exper-

iment, a slit width of 0.2 mm was adopted as

the best compromise between a high enough

energy resolution and an acceptable spec-

trometer luminosity. Furthermore, to reduce

the background a cylindrical collimator was

installed between the electron gun and the

target and the spectrometer slit was covered

with a∼20 µm thick Be window. The fluores-

cence x rays from the target were diffracted

in first order by a 10 cm high × 5 cm long

× 0.15 mm thick quartz (11̄0) crystal plate

bent cylindrically to a radius of 25.4 cm. The

diffracted x rays were recorded by a thermo-

electrically cooled (-40◦C) back illuminated

CCD (Charge-Coupled Device) camera con-
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Top view of the exper-
imental setup. The dotted lines represent the
translation axes along which the crystal and
CCD detector can be moved to change the cen-
tral Bragg angle (for further details see [17]).

sisting of 1340×400 pixels with pixel sizes of

20× 20 µm2.

The Lα x-ray emission spectrum of Pd was

recorded for 15 different electron beam ener-

gies ranging from 4 keV to 18 keV (nominal

energies). Depending on the incident electron

energy and beam current, the collecting times

varied between 1 and 5 hours. To probe the

effect of L3M vacancy states with more than

one hole in the M -shell (see Appendix), mea-

surements of the Lβ1 (L2−M4 transition) and

Lβ3,4 (L1−M3,2 transitions) x-ray lines were

also performed. The Lβ1 line was measured

at two electron beam energies (Ee = 10 keV

and 15 keV), while the Lβ3,4 lines were mea-

sured at a single beam energy (Ee = 16 keV).

For the energy calibration of the Lα1,2 x-ray

spectra, the Kα1 lines of Cr and Mn were
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measured with the same crystal but in sec-

ond order of diffraction, using the reference

energies of 5414.805(7) eV and 5898.801(8)

eV reported in [18]. The same method was

employed to calibrate in energy the Lβ1 and

Lβ3,4 spectra, but in this case, the Kα1 x-

ray lines of Mn and Fe (E = 6404.006(10) eV

[18]) were used as reference energies.

III. DATA ANALYSIS AND

METHODOLOGY

A. Spectra fitting

For the Bragg angle region correspond-

ing to the Lα x-ray spectrum, the energy

resolution of the von Hamos spectrometer

was about 1.1 eV. This resolving power of

∼ 4 × 10−4 allowed us to resolve the Lα1,2

doublet and to separate the latter from its

M−shell satellite structure. On the con-

trary, the N−shell satellites could not be re-

solved because, as shown by MCDF calcula-

tions [19], they are fully overlapping with the

Lα1,2 diagram lines, which leads to a non-

lifetime broadening of the latter. The Lα1,2

diagram lines and the unresolved LαN satel-

lite lines were fitted with two Lorentzians,

while a single Lorentzian was employed to fit

the bump corresponding to the M -satellite

structure. For illustration, the fitted Lα1,2

spectrum measured at an incident electron
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Fitted high-resolution
Lα x-ray spectrum of Pd at the incident elec-
tron beam energy of 8 keV. The solid thick line
stands for the total fit to the experimental data
(open circles), while the dashed lines and the dot-
ted line represent the Lα1,2 diagram and LαM

satellite lines, respectively. The stick spectra in
the lower panels correspond to the results of the
MCDF calculations for the LαN and LαM satel-
lite transitions. In the inset, the evolution of the
M -satellites as a function of the beam energy is
shown.

beam energy of 8 keV is depicted in Fig. 2.

The M -satellite region is shown enlarged in

the inset for three other beam energies (4

keV, 5 keV and 18 keV). The energies and

relative intensities of the individual MCDF

multiplet components corresponding to the

LαN and LαM satellite transitions are also

shown in the bottom panels.

For the spectra induced by the lower en-

ergy electrons, the LαM satellites are weak

and the fluctuations of the experimental

points rather large so that the fit of the satel-

lite structure with a single Lorentzian looks
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Pd high-resolution Lα

x-ray spectrum induced by the 12 keV electron
beam and fitted with 6 Lorentz functions. The
solid thick line represents the total fit to the ex-
perimental data (open circles), the dashed lines
the fitted Lα1,2 diagram transitions, the dot lines
the fitted LαM satellites and the stick spectrum
the results of the MCDF calculations for the
LαM satellites. Fit residuals are shown in the
lower panel where they are compared with the
statistical errors (±2σ) of the data points (thin
lines).

quite reasonable. At higher electron energies,

however, the intensity of the M−shell satel-
lites increases and some fine structures can be

oberved (see inset of Fig. 2). In this case the

shape of the M−satellite region is more dif-

ficult to reproduce with a single Lorentzian.

To probe the goodness of the satellite inten-

sities returned by the single Lorentzian fits,

the Lα spectrum measured at 12 keV was re-

fitted, using two Lorentzians for the diagram

lines as before but four Lorentzians for the

M−satellites. All parameters were let free

in the fit. The spectrum measured at 12 keV

was chosen as probe-spectrum because at this

energy the LαM to Lα intensity ratio was

found to be the biggest. The result of the

new analysis is presented in Fig. 3. As shown,

the fit is of good quality. In particular, the

shape of the LαM satellite region is well re-

produced by the four Lorentzians. However,

it can be noted that some components on the

left side of the MCDF stick spectrum coincide

in position with the Lα1 Lorentzian and, to a

smaller extent, with the Lα2 one, but clearly

not with the four Lorentzians used to fit the

satellite region. The fitted intensity of the di-

agram lines is therefore too big and the one

of the satellites too small. To account for this

impreciseness of the analysis, the satellite-to-

diagram intensity ratio was corrected as fol-

lows:

icor = ifit

1 +
∑

Iout
MCDF∑

Iin
MCDF

1− ifit

∑
Iout
MCDF∑

Iin
MCDF

, (1)

where
∑

I in
MCDF represents the sum of the

relative intensities of the MCDF components

covered by the profile corresponding to the

sum of the four satellite Lorentzians and
∑

Iout
MCDF the sum of the relative intensities

of the MCDF components lying outside this

profile. Using the above formula, a value

icor = 0.204(15) was found for the corrected

LαM to Lα intensity ratio, whereas the un-

corrected ratio provided by the new fit was

ifit = 0.156(12). It is somewhat surprising to

note that the corrected ratio is in very good
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agreement with the ratio of 0.201(8) obtained

with the single Lorentzian fit. This is proba-

bly due to the fact that the low-energy tail of

the broad single Lorentzian is partly overlap-

ping with the diagram lines and covers thus

the MCDF components that are lying out-

side the sum profile in the four-Lorentzians

fit. Finally, as the ratios obtained by the two

methods were consistent, we decided to use

the simplest method, i.e., to fit the satellite

region of the 15 measured spectra with a sin-

gle Lorentzian.

B. Parametrizations

For the beam energy Ee the corrected ex-

perimental intensity ratio ILαM to ILα1,2 can

be written as:

icor(Ee) =
ωLαM

ωLα

Ω∗c∗
[
Nshake(Ee) + fLLM

13 NL1(Ee) + NTS(Ee)
]

Ωc [NL3(Ee)−Nshake(Ee) + (fLLN
13 + f12f23 + f ′13)NL1(Ee) + f23NL2(Ee)]

,

(2)

where ωLα and ωLαM denote the Lα1,2 and

LαM partial x-ray fluorescence yields. The

ωLαM to ωLα ratio can be deduced from a

statistical scaling procedure [16, 20]. The

instrumental efficiency is given by the term

Ωc for the diagram lines and Ω∗c∗ for the

M−satellites, where Ω, respectively Ω∗, is

the solid angle of the spectrometer and c, re-

spectively c∗, an instrumental constant which

takes into consideration the crystal reflec-

tivity and CCD detector efficiency. As the

energy difference between the diagram and

satellite lines is only about 10 eV, the ratio
Ω∗c∗
Ωc

is nearly equal to one. The coefficients

fij (1≤i < j ≤ 3) represent the Li − Lj sub-

shell CK yields, fLLM
13 and fLLN

13 the partial

CK yields of the L1 − L3M4,5 and L1 − L3N

transitions, respectively, and f ′13 the L1 to L3

hole-transfer rate resulting from the L1 − L3

radiative transition. However, the value of

f ′13 is very small as compared to the CK yields

[21] and can thus be neglected.

The symbols Ns represent the number of

atoms that undergo per second a given pro-

cess s. Taking the target self-absorption into

consideration, Ns(Ee) can be written as:
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NLi,shake,TS(Ee) =
NANeρ

A
×

∫ hLi,shake,TS

0

σLi,shake,TS(E(x)) exp[−µ
x

cos(κ)
]dx. (3)

Here NA is the Avogadro constant, Ne the

number of electrons impinging per second on

the target, ρ the density of the sample and

A its atomic mass number. In the integral

σLi,shake,TS(E) stands for the single ionization

cross section of the Li subshell, the shakeoff

cross section or the cross section of the TS

process, µ is the total absorption coefficient

at the energy of the emitted Lα or LαM x-

ray and κ is the above mentioned x-ray exit

angle.

Due to the lack of experimental EIICSs for

the Pd L−subshells, the formula proposed by

Campos et al. in [14] was used:

σLi
(U) =

ALi

BLi
+ U

ln(U), (4)

where the dimensionless parameter U =

E/Ethr
Li

denotes the overvoltage of the incom-

ing electron, E is the electron energy and

Ethr
Li

the ionization threshold energy for the

Li subshell. The parameters ALi
and BLi

de-

pend on the atomic number Z of the target.

They can be derived from the equations given

in [14].

The shakeoff cross section σshake was ob-

tained by multiplying the single ionization

cross section σL3 by the shake probability

given by the Thomas model [22]:

PThomas(E) = P∞ exp

(
− r2E2

s

15.32(E − Ethr
shake)

)
.

(5)

In the above equation, Es is the shake energy,

r the distance covered by the ionized electron

during the time the atomic potential changes

and P∞ the shake probability at the satura-

tion. The energies E, Es and Ethr
shake are in

eV and the radius r in Å. For Es, the average

binding energy of the M -shell electrons in Ag

(Z=47) was employed [(Z +1)−potential ap-
proximation]. The theoretical L3M shakeoff

threshold was assumed to be the same as the

one of the L3M TS threshold:

Ethr
shake = Ethr

TS = Ethr
L3

+ Es. (6)

As suggested in [23], the distance r was ap-

proximated to the average value of the radii

for which the squared 3d wave functions peak

in ionic Pd+. 3d orbitals were chosen because

of their bigger shake probability and larger

electron population as compared to 3s and 3p

orbitals. The value of P∞ was calculated in

the framework of the sudden approximation
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model [24], using self-consistent Dirac-Fock

wavefunctions from the code of [25]. It should

be mentioned here that the Thomas model

was originally developed for shake processes

following photoionization. We have thus im-

plicitely assumed that the shake probability

is independent from the first ionization mech-

anism. This assumption is, however, not crit-

ical because the shake contribution to the to-

tal L3M DI was found to be small with re-

spect to other processes (see Fig. 5).

The upper integration limits hLi,shake,TS

in Eq. (3) correspond to the depths in the

sample at which the electron energy E(x) =

Ethr
Li,shake,TS, where Ethr

Li,shake,TS is the thresh-

old energy of the single Li subshell ioniza-

tion, shake or TS process. Providing that

the multiple scattering of the incoming elec-

trons can be neglected, these depths can be

derived from the stopping power s(E):

s(E) = − dE

dx/ cos δ
→ hLi,shake,TS = x|hLi,shake,TS

0 = −
∫ Ethr

Li,shake,TS

Ee

cos δ

s(E)
dE, (7)

where δ is the angle between the incoming

electron beam and the normal to the sample

surface. As the coordinate x is equal to zero

at the front surface of the sample, the above

depths can be interpreted as effective sam-

ple thicknesses for the three processes. The

values of s(E) were determined by interpolat-

ing the data quoted in the NIST tables [26]

with the program ESTAR [27], using a grid

of 10 eV steps. A trapezoidal integration al-

gorithm was then employed to calculate nu-

merically the effective sample thicknesses for

the different beam energies.

As the constant C = NANeρ
A

in Eq. (3)

can be set as a common factor in both the

numerator and denominator of Eq. (2) and

thus cancels out, the following new parame-

ters will be used in further discussions:

ΠLi,shake,TS(Ee) = NLi,shake,TS(Ee)/C. (8)

The quantities ΠLi,shake,TS(Ee), named here-

after cross-section-integrals, have the dimen-

sion of a cross section multiplied by a length.

Replacing NLi,shake,TS(Ee) by the correspond-

ing cross-section-integrals, one can write

Eq. (2) in the following form:

icor(Ee) = ishake(Ee) + iCK(Ee) + iTS(Ee),

(9)

where the partial ratios corresponding to the

shake, Coster-Kronig and two-step processes
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are given by:

ishake(Ee) =
ωLαM

ωLα

Πshake(Ee)

D(Ee)
, (10)

iCK(Ee) =
ωLαM

ωLα

fLLM
13 ΠL1(Ee)

D(Ee)
, (11)

iTS(Ee) =
ωLαM

ωLα

ΠTS(Ee)

D(Ee)
. (12)

In the three above equations, the function

D(Ee) is defined by:

D(Ee) = ΠL3(Ee)− Πshake(Ee) + (fLLN
13 + f12f23)ΠL1(Ee) + f23ΠL2(Ee). (13)

The experimental TS cross-section-integrals

can then be deduced from Eqs. (12) and (9):

Πexp
TS (Ee) =

ωLα

ωLαM

D(Ee)× (icor(Ee)− ishake(Ee)− iCK(Ee)) . (14)

To determine the TS cross section or

TS cross-section-integral at any electron en-

ergy E, an analytical expression is, however,

needed. Two different approaches were em-

ployed. In the first one, an energy depen-

dence similar to the one proposed by Campos

[14] was used:

σTS(U ′) =
ATS

BTS + U ′ ln(U ′). (15)

In the above equation the unknown parame-

ters are ATS and BTS, the threshold energy

being given by Eq. (6). The notation U ′ is

employed to distinguish the TS overvoltage

from the single ionization overvoltage U oc-

curing in Eq. (4).

As the Campos model is usually employed

for the determination of single ionization

cross sections, an alternative approach based

on the model of Pattard and Rost [28–30]

was also probed. In this model the electron-

induced multi-ionization cross section has the

following form:
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σ(E) = σM

[
E − Ethr

EM − Ethr

]α
[

α + 1

α( E−Ethr

EM−Ethr
) + 1

](α+1)

, (16)

where EM and σM are the energy and ampli-

tude of the maximum cross section. For the

threshold exponent α, a value of 2.2704 was

adopted as suggested in [29] for mid-heavy

and heavy elements.

To determine the values of the parame-

ters ATS and BTS of Eq. (15) and σM and

EM of Eq. (16) that reproduce at best the

experimental data, the least-squares fit from

the MatlabTM optimization package was em-

ployed. The algorithm is based on the trust-

region reflective Newton method [31]. Briefly

speaking, the program minimizes the quan-

tity χ2 defined by:

χ2 =
∑

[Πfit
TS(Ee)− Πexp

TS (Ee)]
2, (17)

where Πfit
TS(Ee) and Πexp

TS (Ee) stand for the

fitted and experimental values of the two-step

cross-section-integrals. The fitting error for

the parameter pi is then given by:

∆(pi) =
√

χ2Cii, (18)

where Cii is the i-th diagonal element of the

associated error matrix. The parameter χ2

was preferred to the reduced χ̃2 to evaluate

the goodness of the numerical optimization

precisely because it can be also used to cal-

culate the errors of the fitted parameters.

C. Experimental determination of the

TS cross sections as a function of the

electron energy

As shown by Eq. (3) the calculation of

the cross sections σTS(E) requires the knowl-

edge of the function E(x). In principle, the

variation E(x) of the electron energy as a

function of the penetration depth could be

parametrized using a power law for the en-

ergy dependence and determining the con-

stants entering the power law equation with

the known stopping powers s(E). In this

work, another approach was employed. First,

the different beam energies were numbered

from 2 for the lowest beam energy to 16

for the highest one, the number 1 being as-

signed to the threshold energy of the TS

process (i.e., E
(1)
e = Ethr

TS , E
(2)
e = 4 keV,

..., E
(16)
e = 18 keV). The thick target was

then divided in several slices of variable thick-

nesses, the thickness of the slice number i

(i = 1, 2, ..., 15) being given by h
(i+1)
TS − h

(i)
TS,

where h
(i)
TS represents the effective thickness

of the target for the i-th beam energy. For
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FIG. 4: Target slices and effective TS target
thicknesses for the employed electron beam en-
ergies. The highest beam energy (18 keV) cor-
responds to the index m=16, the lowest one (4
keV) to the index m=2, whereas the index m=1
is assigned to the threshold energy for the TS
process. The effective thickness corresponding to
a particular beam energy E

(m)
e is given by the dif-

ference between the x-coordinates of the vertical
lines labeled 1 and m. Similarly, the thickness of
the m-th slice is given by the difference between
the x-coordinates of the vertical lines labeled m

and m + 1.

i > 1, the effective thicknesses were calcu-

lated with Eq. (7), whereas h
(1)
TS = 0 per def-

inition.

The decomposition of the thick target into

slices is depicted in Fig. 4. The y-coordinates

of the black points correspond to the nominal

beam energies. As shown, the curve passing

through these points has a negative curva-

ture, which indicates that the specific energy

losses of the electrons grow with decreasing

energies. The slice number is given by the

index m associated to the right boundary of

the slice. The virtual front surface for elec-

tron beam impact with a nominal energy of

E
(m)
e is defined by the left boundary of the

(m− 1)-th slice. The thickest slice is the 15th

one which is related to the beam energy E
(16)
e

= 18 keV. Its thickness which corresponds to

an energy loss of 3 keV is 273 nm. For this

beam energy, the effective target thickness is

969 nm. For comparison, for the next lower

energy beams E
(15)
e =15 keV, E

(14)
e =12 keV

and E
(13)
e =10 keV, the effective thicknesses

are 696, 458 and 320 nm, respectively.

According to Eq. (3) and Eq. (8), the ex-

perimental cross-section-integrals ΠTS(E
(m)
e )

can then be expressed as:

Πexp
TS (E(m)

e ) =
m∑

i=2

∫ h
(i)
TS

h
(i−1)
TS

σTS(E(x)) exp

[
−µ

x

cos(κ)

]
dx. (19)

Using a trapezoidal algorithm to evaluate

the integrals in Eq.(19), the cross-section-

integrals can be written as follows:
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Πexp
TS (Em

e ) ≈
∑m

i=2(h
(i)
TS − h

(i−1)
TS )σTS(E

(i)
e )+σTS(E

(i−1)
e )

2
exp

[
−µ

h
(m)
TS −h

(i)
TS

cos(κ)

]
exp

[
−µ

h
(i)
TS−h

(i−1)
TS

2 cos(κ)

]
. (20)

The terms exp

[
−µ

h
(i)
TS−h

(i−1)
TS

2 cos(κ)

]
and

exp

[
−µ

h
(m)
TS −h

(i)
TS

cos(κ)

]
in Eq. (20) account

for the absorption of the emitted x-rays in

the target layer extending from the middle

of the (i− 1)-th slice to the virtual front sur-

face. From Eq. (20) the following recurrence

relation between the cross-section-integrals

Πexp
TS (E

(m)
e ) and Πexp

TS (E
(m−1)
e ) can be derived:

Πexp
TS (E(m)

e ) = Πexp
TS (E(m−1)

e ) exp

[
−µ

h
(m)
TS − h

(m−1)
TS

cos(κ)

]

+
σTS(E

(m)
e ) + σTS(E

(m−1)
e )

2
(h

(m)
TS − h

(m−1)
TS ) exp

[
−µ

h
(m)
TS − h

(m−1)
TS

2 cos(κ)

]
. (21)

Finally, using the approximation

σTS(E
(m)
e ) + σTS(E

(m−1)
e )

2
= σTS(Eav),

(22)

where Eav= E
(m)
e +E

(m−1)
e

2
, the TS cross section

σTS(Eav) is given by:

σTS(Eav) ≈
Πexp

TS (E
(m)
e )− Πexp

TS (E
(m−1)
e ) exp

[
−µ

h
(m)
TS −h

(m−1)
TS

cos(κ)

]

(h
(m)
TS − h

(m−1)
TS ) exp

[
−µ

h
(m)
TS −h

(m−1)
TS

2 cos(κ)

] . (23)

It should be noted at this point that Eav rep-

resents the "average" energy of the E
(m)
e elec-

tron beam in the (m− 1)-th slice and not the

average energy with respect to the whole pen-
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etration depth.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As shown in the preceding section, a pre-

cise determination of the TS process contri-

bution to the observed LαM to Lα inten-

sity ratios requires a reliable knowledge of the

electron-induced single ionization cross sec-

tions σLi
. Therefore, the DWBA-based pre-

dictions from Eq. (4) were carefully probed

by comparing them to experimental L x-

ray production cross sections measured for

neighbouring elements [32]. The coefficients

ALi
and BLi

of Eq. (4) were computed using

the Z-dependence formula given in Ref. [14],

whereas for the calculation of the overvolt-

ages U , the experimental Li-subshell ioniza-

tion thresholds reported in Ref. [16] were

used. The latter and the employed ALi
and

BLi
values are listed in Table I. From the

comparison it was found that the theoretical

values from Eq. (4) are reliable over a wide

range of incident electron energies. It should

be mentioned, however, that the goodness

of the theoretical predictions was more dif-

ficult to probe for impact energies just above

the ionization thresholds because experimen-

tal data are scarce in these energy regions

and affected by larger uncertainties due to

the tiny values of the x-ray production cross

sections, particularly those corresponding to

the L1-subshell. Nevertheless, the relative

uncertainties of 4% quoted in Ref. [14] were

adopted for the present cross sections σLi
.

The bremsstrahlung and scattering cross sec-

tions of medium energy electrons are small as

compared to the Li EIICSs [10, 33] so that

they were neglected. The influence of the

multiple M -shell ionization was also probed

by performing complementary meaurements

of the Lβ1 and Lβ3,4 x-ray emission lines. As

shown in the Appendix, the effect of this mul-

tiple ionization is also negligibly small and

was thus neither considered. The shakeoff

cross sections were determined according to

the method presented in Sect. III B and the

CK rates fij were taken from Ref. [16] (see

Table I). Note that for Pd f23 = fLLN
23 be-

cause L2 − L3M CK transitions are energet-

ically forbidden. The experimental LαM to

Lα intensity ratios obtained in the present

work are shown in Fig. 5 as a function of the

nominal electron beam energy. The Coster-

Kronig (CK), shakeoff (SO) and two-step

(TS) contributions to the intensity ratios are

also depicted. They were computed using

the method and the equations presented in

Sect. III B. For the TS ratios, negative val-

ues were found for the lowest beam energies.

This is probably due to the fact that the L1

EIICSs calculated with Eq. (4) are somewhat

overestimated in the energy region close to

the L1 ionization threshold. On the other
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FIG. 5: Experimental LαM to Lα1,2 intensity
ratios (full circles) as a function of the nominal
electron beam energy. The partial ratios corre-
sponding to the L1−L3M4,5 Coster-Kronig (solid
line), shakeoff (dashed line) and two-step (open
circles) processes are also shown.

hand, as shown in Fig. 5, for all beam ener-

gies the SO ratios were found to be small as

compared to the ones of the two other pro-

cesses. This is, however, not surprising since

it is well known that the probability to ob-

serve a shakeoff process in the M -shell as a

result of a primary L-shell ionization is very

small.

The experimental cross-section-integrals

Πexp
TS determined from Eq. (14) are listed in

the 3rd column of Table II and also presented

in Fig. 6 as a function of the nominal beam

energies. For the determination of the ex-

perimental threshold energy of the TS pro-

cess, a method similar to the one used in

Ref. [34] to deduce the Cu double K-shell ion-

ization threshold was employed. The thresh-

old energy was indeed determined by cal-

culating the x-coordinate of the intersection

point of the linear regression lines defined by

the data points corresponding to the three

lowest beam energies, respectively the five

data points lying in the region of fast-increase

(see Fig. 6b). A value of 4.89± 0.85 keV was

found. The rather large uncertainty obtained

for Ethr
TS is due to the statistical errors affect-

ing the low energy data and to the propaga-

tion of the errors related to the subtraction of

the cross sections corresponding to the other

processes. Note that a more precise deter-

mination of Ethr
TS would represent a challeng-

ing task because for electron energies close

to the threshold the LαM satellite lines due

to the TS process are characterized by very

low count rates, which leads to high statisti-

cal errors. In addition, available experimen-

tal CK yields [16, 35, 36] suffer all from rather

large uncertainties. On the other hand, the

obtained threshold energy is bigger than the

value of 3.65 keV provided by the (Z +1) po-

tential approximation (Eq. (6)). This trend,

however, is consistent with former observa-

tions, e.g., the one concerning the threshold

energy of the electron-induced double K-shell

ionization of Al [37].

The parameters of the Campos (Eq. (15))

and Pattard-Rost (Eq. (16)) models were

numerically optimized in a least-squares fit

of the experimental cross-section-integrals

Πexp
TS (E

(m)
e ) with Eq. (19). For the Campos
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TABLE I: Coster-Kronig yields fij , ionization threshold energies Ethr
Li

and electron impact ionization
cross section parameters ALi and BLi for the palladium Li (i = 1, 2, 3) subshells. The ELi ’s are
expressed in keV, the ALi ’s in kbarn, whereas the BLi ’s are dimensionless parameters.

i fi2 fLLM
i3 fLLN

i3 Ethr
Li ALi

BLi

1 0.047(1) 0.406(23) 0.324(32) 3.61 7.047 0.27426
2 - - 0.164(33) 3.32 10.305 0.08182
3 - - - 3.17 23.614 0.06025

TABLE II: Nominal electron beam energies Ee in
keV, experimental LαM to Lα intensity ratios,
cross-section-integrals Πexp

TS (Ee) in kbarn·nm, av-
erage beam energies Eav in keV and cross sec-
tions σTS(Eav) in kbarn. Eav represents the av-
erage beam energy in the first slice crossed by
the incoming electrons.

Ee ILαM/ILα Πexp
TS (Ee) Eav σTS(Eav)

4.00 0 -1.6 (0.1) - -
4.33 0.010(3) -4.2 (0.5) - -
4.67 0.046(3) -1.9 (1.1) - -
5.00 0.077(3) 4.1 (1.8) - -
5.25 0.077(3) 3.2 (2.2) 5.13 -0.08(27)
5.50 0.107(5) 16.1 (3.8) 5.38 1.19(41)
6.00 0.135(6) 36.0 (5.9) 5.75 0.89(31)
6.50 0.139(6) 46.4 (8.0) 6.25 0.46(42)
7.00 0.156(6) 74.3 (10.7) 6.75 1.15(53)
8.00 0.178(9) 128.7(19.4) 7.50 1.09(42)
9.00 0.180(6) 166.9(22.4) 8.50 0.77(51)
10.0 0.193(8) 233.7(32.0) 9.50 1.22(63)
12.0 0.201(8) 339.1(44.7) 11.0 0.98(41)
15.0 0.186(4) 380.4(51.7) 13.5 0.44(29)
18.0 0.178(6) 402.9(70.9) 16.5 0.38(33)

model, only ATS and BTS could be used as

free fitting parameters, whereas the thresh-

old energy had to be kept fixed at the value

obtained with the above described method

(see Fig. 6b). This is due to the fact that

some experimental Πexp
TS close to the thresh-

old are negative so that the fit may converge
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Two-step cross-section-
integrals vs nominal electron beam energies. (a)
Present experimental values (open circles) and
results of the least-squares fits to the experimen-
tal data with Eq. (19) using the Pattard-Rost
[28–30] (solid line) and Campos [14] (dashed line)
models for the energy dependence of the cross
sections. (b) Enlarged view of the low energy
and fast increase regions showing the data points
and regression lines employed to determine the
threshold energy of the TS process.

for negative values of ln(U ′). If one uses in

the fit the constraint that the experimental

Πexp
TS should be zero below the threshold, the

fit simply pushes up the fitted value of the

threshold. The Campos parameters ATS and

BTS obtained from the fit are presented in

the 2nd row of Table III. For the Pattard-
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Rost model, all parameters could be fitted,

the threshold energy included. Results are

presented in the 5th row of Table III. A fit

with the Pattard-Rost model was also per-

formed with a fixed threshold energy. The

σM and EM values obtained from this second

fit (see 4th row of Table III) were found, how-

ever, to be consistent within the fitting errors

with the results obtained from the three pa-

rameters fit. For the three fits, the summed

squared residuals are quoted in the 5th col-

umn of the table. The curves corresponding

to the cross-section-integrals fitted with the

Campos and Pattard-Rost (threshold energy

free) models are depicted in Fig. 6 where they

are compared to the experimental values.

From Fig. 6 and Table III, it is obvious

that the Pattard-Rost model fits better the

experimental cross-section-integrals than the

Campos model. A rapid inspection of the

table shows in particular that the χ2 cor-

responding to the two Pattard-Rost fits are

about three times smaller than the one of the

fit performed with the Campos model. This

is, however, not really surprising because the

Campos model was developed for the calcu-

lation of single ionization cross sections. It

can be also noted that the threshold energy

obtained from the three parameters Pattard-

Rost fit is in good agreement with the value

obtained from the intersection of the regres-

sion lines corresponding to the experimental
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FIG. 7: (Color online) Electron-induced two-step
double L3M ionization cross sections σTS vs the
average value of the beam energy Eav in the first
crossed target slice. The open circles represent
the experimental values obtained with the slice
division method described in the text, whereas
the solid and dashed lines correspond to the the-
oretical two-step cross sections calculated using
the Pattard-Rost [28–30] and Campos [14] mod-
els, respectively.

data points located in, respectively below,

the fast increase region.

The experimental cross sections σTS(Eav)

determined from Eq. (23) and the associated

"average" energies Eav are presented in Ta-

ble II. They are compared to the values

derived from the Campos and Pattard-Rost

models in Fig. 7. As shown, the experimen-

tal results are affected by rather large un-

certainties. The latter are mainly due to

the fact that the TS cross sections were de-

termined from the differences of two cross-

sections-integrals whose uncertainties are al-

most as big as their differences. Neverthe-

less, the curves derived from the Pattard-
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TABLE III: Fitted values of the Campos and Pattard-Rost parameters used for the determination
of the TS double ionization cross sections. ATS and σM are expressed in kbarn, Ethr

TS and EM in
keV, χ2 in (kbarn·nm)2 and BTS is a dimensionless parameter.

Model ATS BTS Ethr
TS χ2

Campos ∗ 1.10(22) -0.99(06) 4.89(85) 6239
σM EM Ethr

TS χ2

Pattard-Rost∗ 1.14(16 6.65(58) 4.89(85) 2394
Pattard-Rost† 1.21(38) 6.65(51) 5.11(94) 2280
∗ionization threshold fixed in the fit
†ionization threshold free in the fit

Rost model and, to a smaller extent, from the

Campos one, reproduce satisfactorily the ex-

perimental data. In particular, the maximum

cross section σM obtained from the Pattard-

Rost fit is close to the largest experimen-

tal values, whereas the experimental energies

corresponding to the biggest cross sections

seem to be somewhat underestimated by the

theoretical value EM . A simpler and more

straightforward method to determine the de-

pendence of the TS cross sections on the in-

coming electron energy would have consisted

to use very thin targets, i.e., targets with

thicknesses in the order of µg/cm2. In this

case, the average energy of the incoming elec-

trons is indeed almost equal to the nominal

electron beam energy. However, due to the

thinness of the target and the tiny values of

the TS cross sections, the partial intensities

of the LαM satellites corresponding to the

TS process are then so small that they can no

more be resolved from the background when

the measurements are performed by means of

high-resolution x-ray spectroscopy. In addi-

tion, due to the electron bombardment large

amounts of heat are produced in the target.

Test measurements performed with a ∼1 µm

thick Pd foil showed that the latter started to

melt after a few minutes of bombardement.

The novel target slice decomposition method

employed in this work has thus permitted us

to circumvent these intensity and heat load

problems.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING

REMARKS

The palladium Lα x-ray spectrum induced

by impact with medium-energy electrons was

measured by means of high-resolution x-ray

spectroscopy using a Bragg-type von Hamos

bent crystal spectrometer. The measure-

ments were performed for 15 different elec-

tron beam energies ranging from 4 keV to

18 keV. From the observed intensity ratios

of the resolved LαM satellites to the parent
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Lα1,2 diagram lines the partial ratios corre-

sponding to the TS process were determined

as a function of the nominal electron energy,

the contributions to the double L3M ioniza-

tion of the L1 − L3M4,5 CK transitions and

shakeoff process having been subtracted be-

forehand. From the obtained partial intensity

ratios the cross-section-integrals associated

to the TS process could be determined. It

was found that the variation of the TS cross-

section-integrals as a function of the nomi-

nal electron energy can be well reproduced

by using in their calculation the cross section

energy dependencies proposed by Campos

and Pattard-Rost for the parametrization of

(e, 3e) collisions in mid- and high-Z elements.

The parameters related to the two models

were then determined by fitting the Cam-

pos and Pattard-Rost functions to the exper-

imental TS cross-section-integrals. By insert-

ing the fitted parameters in the correspond-

ing cross section formulas of Campos and

Pattard Rost, we were able to compute the

variation of the TS cross section as a function

of the electron energy. On the other hand,

the experimental TS cross sections could be

also determined directly from the measured

cross-section-integrals, using a novel model-

independent method based on the decompo-

sition of the thick target into slices. A very

satisfactory agreement was observed between

the model-dependent and pure experimental

TS cross sections. To our best knowledge, it

is the first time that electron-induced two-

step double ionization cross sections could

be determined for mid-heavy elements. Fur-

thermore, in our opinion, the novel slice de-

composition technique used in the present

work could be very helpful in many charged

particle-induced x-ray fluorescence measure-

ments for which the fluorescence signal has to

be determined as a function of the energy of

the incoming particles and the use of a thick

target is simultaneously mandatory to get a

strong enough signal.

APPENDIX A: CONTRIBUTION OF

TRIPLY IONIZED STATES TO THE

OBSERVED LαM SATELLITE YIELDS

According to MCDF calculations, some

low energy components pertaining to the

2nd order LαM (2) satellite (L3M
−2-M4,5M

−2

transition) are partly overlapping with the

1st order LαM satellite whose relative inten-

sity was used to determine the two-step cross

sections. The latter might be thus somewhat

overestimated. L−1
3 M−2 triple vacancy states

may be created either directly via electron-

induced L3MM triple ionization or indirectly

via electron-induced L1M double ionization

followed by L1−L3M4,5 CK transitions. Note

that the combination of L2M double ion-

ization followed by L2 − L3M4,5 CK transi-
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tions has not to be considered because for Pd

L2 −L3M4,5 CK transitions are energetically

forbidden. Furthermore, since in all mea-

sured Lα spectra no structure could be ob-

served in the energy region between 2862 eV

and 2865 eV where, according to MCDF cal-

culations, the most intense components of the

second order LαM (2) satellite are expected,

the contribution of the radiative decay of the

L−1
3 M−2 triple vacancy states to the observed

LαM satellite yields was estimated theoreti-

cally.

The direct L3MM triple ionization was as-

sumed to be decomposable into a L3M TS

double ionization followed by an additional

single M -shell ionization. The number of

triply ionized Pd atoms Ntri produced per

second is thus given by the number of atoms

doubly ionized as a result of a TS process

multiplied by the probability PM for a single

M -shell ionization, i.e.,

Ntri ≈ NTSPM = NTSnheffσM , (A1)

where n stands for the number of atoms

per unit volume and heff the effective tar-

get thickness. Similarly, the TS process can

be considered as a single L3-subshell ioniza-

tion followed by a single M -shell ionization

so that

NTS ≈ NL3nheffσM , (A2)

and the Ntri to NTS ratio can be approxi-

mated to:

Ntri

NTS

(Ee) ≈ NTS

NL3

(Ee). (A3)

In the above relation the differences between

the threshold energies corresponding to the

single, double and triple ionization were ne-

glected. The relative excess of intensity of

the LαM satellite due to the direct L3MM

triple ionization is then given by the following

relation:

iL3MM
excess (Ee) ≈ Ntri

NTS

(Ee)×
∑

Ioverlap
MCDF∑

I tot
MCDF

×ωLαM2

ωLαM

,

(A4)

where
∑

I tot
MCDF and

∑
Ioverlap
MCDF represent the

sum of the intensities of the MCDF compo-

nents corresponding to the L−1
3 M−2→L3M

−3

transition, respectively the sum of the inten-

sities of the latter components which are over-

lapping with the L−1
3 M−1→L3M

−2 transi-

tion and ωLαM1 and ωLαM2 stand for the par-

tial fluorescence yields of the 1st and 2nd or-

der M -satellite lines. The fluorescence yields

were determined with a statistical scaling

procedure. From Eq. (A4) a maximum value

of 1.8(2)% (at Ee=12 keV) was found for the

relative contribution of the direct triple ion-

ization L3MM to the TS DI cross sections

listed in Table II.

As mentioned above, L−1
3 M−2 triply ion-

ized states may also be created indirectly via

L1M DI followed by L1 − L3M4,5 CK transi-
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FIG. 8: (Color online) High-resolution Lβ3,4 x-
ray spectrum of Pd induced by impact with 16
keV electrons. The spectrum was fitted with two
Lorentz functions. The thick solid line represents
the total fit to the experimental data (open cir-
cles) and the dashed lines stand for the fitted
Lβ4 and Lβ3 diagram lines. No satellite-induced
asymmetry was observed in the high-energy tails
of the diagram lines. Fit residuals are shown in
the lower panel where they are compared with
the statistical errors (±2σ) of the data points
(thin lines).

tions. To probe the strength of the L1M DI,

the Lβ3,4 x-ray lines (L1 − M3,2 transitions)

were measured. The spectrum was recorded

at a beam energy of 16 keV. As the weak Lβ6

x-ray line (L3−N1 transition) is lying on the

high-energy tail of the Lβ3 line [18] and be-

cause both lines are partly overlapping due to

their large natural widths [38], only the Lβ4

line was used to probe the L1M DI. As shown

in Fig. 8 no resolved line or asymmetry cor-

responding to the M satellite is visible on the

high-energy side of the Lβ4 line, proving thus

that the L1M DI process is negligibly small.

A further contribution to the observed
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FIG. 9: (Color online) High-resolution Lβ1 x-
ray spectrum of Pd induced by impact with 15
keV electrons. The spectrum was fitted with four
Lorentz functions. The thick solid line represents
the total fit to the experimental data (open cir-
cles), the dashed lines the fitted Lβ1 diagram
line and Lβ1N satellite and the dotted lines the
Lβ1M satellites. Fit residuals are shown in the
lower panel where they are compared with the
statistical errors (±2σ) of the data points (thin
lines).

LαM satellite intensities may arise from

L2M DI followed by L2 − L3N CK transi-

tions. This sequence of processes leads in-

deed to L−1
3 M−1N−1 triple vacancy states

whose radiative decay gives rise to x-ray tran-

sitions that are also overlapping with the

LαM satellite. To probe the strength of the

L2M DI, the Lβ1 x-ray line (L2 − M4 tran-

sition) was measured at two different beam

energies (10 keV and 15 keV). The spectrum

measured at 15 keV is depicted in Fig. 9.

As shown, M - and N -shell satellites are ob-

served. The M -satellites are mainly due to

the electron-induced L2M DI, whereas the
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N -satellites arise from L1 − L2N CK tran-

sitions. In the fit, the energy difference be-

tween the Lorentzians corresponding to the

Lβ1N satellite structure and Lβ1 diagram

line was kept fixed at the value provided

by the MCDF calculations [19], whereas the

widths and intensities of the two lines were let

free. The Lβ1M satellite structure was fitted

with two Lorentzians, whose widths, intensi-

ties and centroid positions were used as free

fitting parameters. From the fit a value of

2.8(7)% was found for the intensity ratio of

the Lβ1M satellite to Lβ1 diagram line. Sim-

ilarly to Eq. (2), this ratio can be written:

i∗(Ee) =
ωLβ1M

ωLβ1

×
N∗

shake(Ee)+N∗
TS(Ee)

(1−f23)NL2
(Ee)−N∗

shake(Ee)+f12NL1
(Ee)

, (A5)

where ωLβ1M and ωLβ1 are the partial fluo-

rescence yields of the Lβ1M and Lβ1 transi-

tions, respectively. The quantities N∗
s have

the same meaning as in Eq. (2), the upper

star indicating, however, that the shake and

TS processes concern now the L2- instead

of L3-subshell. Using similar calculations as

those presented in Sec. III B, the two-step

cross-section-integrals Π∗
TS(Ee) could be then

derived. From the latter, the contribution

Πadd
TS of the L2M DI followed by L2−L3N CK

transitions to the experimental cross-section-

integrals Πexp
TS defined in Eq. (9) was deter-

mined, using the f23 CK rate quoted in [16]:

Πadd
TS (Ee) ≈ f23Π

∗
TS(Ee) (A6)

Finally, Πadd
TS :Π

exp
TS ratios of 1.3(7)% at Ee =

15 keV and 0.6(6)% at Ee = 10 keV were

obtained.

In conclusion, the total contribution to the

TS double ionization cross sections from pro-

cesses leading to a triple ionization of the Pd

atoms is 3.1(7)% for the highest beam en-

ergies (15 keV and 18 keV) and significantly

smaller for energies below 10 keV. As the con-

tribution varies with the beam energy, a sys-

tematic correction of the TS cross sections

listed in Table II would have required to mea-

sure the Lβ3,4 and Lβ1 spectra at the 15 beam

energies employed for the measurements of

the Lα spectra. However, since the correc-

tions are rather small, we have renounced to

perform these additional measurements and

the systematic errors originating from the

triple ionization were taken into considera-

tion in the cross section uncertainties quoted

in Table II.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The decay scheme of atomic inner-shell

vacancies is branched into cascades of ra-

diative fluorescence and non-radiative-Auger

electron transitions. The radiative Auger

(RA) effect represents an additional decay

channel in which the transition energy is

shared between the photon and electron that

are emitted simultaneously. This alternative

weak deexcitation channel was predicted by

Bloch and co-workers in the 1930s [1, 2] and

detected by Åberg and Utriainen only about

35 years later [3].

For the most probable K RA transitions,

which are addressed in this work, the emitted

photon energy EA
e is given by

EA
e = E[K−1]− E[M−1M−1(nl, εl)], (1)

where the first term represents the energy of

an ion with a single hole in the K-shell and

the second term represents the energy of the

final configuration state with two holes in M -

shell and one electron either in an unoccu-

pied bound state nl (shake-up) or in the con-

tinuum with an energy ε (shake-off). The

RAE signal appears therefore on the low-

energy side of the diagram K–M2,3 (Kβ3,1)

line. The onset energy of RAE corresponds

to zero kinetic energy of the electron and the

continuous distribution of emitted photon en-

ergies extends to EA = 0, when the energy of

the ejected electron equals the energy of the

Auger electron emitted by the nonradiative

K–MM transition ie.,

ε = E[K−1]− E[M−1M−1]. (2)

The negative offset from the diagram line is

thus given by

4EA
e = E[M2,3]− E[M−1M−1(nl, εl)], (3)

where E[M2,3] is the M2,3 electron binding

energy. The smallest RAE energy offset oc-

curs when nl corresponds to the lowest un-

occupied state. The energy sharing between

the continuum electron and the photon is

strongly asymmetric [4], and leads to the on-

set of the RAE shake-off signal at

4EA
e ≈ E[M2,3]− E[M−1M−1], (4)

corresponding to ε ≈ 0 .

Since in the RA transition the energy is

shared between the photon and the electron

which is shaken off or excited into higher un-

occupied states it is expected that the RA x-

ray emission spectra should reflect the struc-

ture of the unoccupied states. Indeed, it was

confirmed by Kawai that the structure of the

KL2,3L2,3 RA transitions resembles the K x-

ray absorption near edge structure (XANES)

[5]. This so-called extended x-ray emission
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fine structure (EXEFS) method was success-

fully applied to study the electronic structure

of several elements and compounds [6]. Re-

garding the intensity of the RA x-ray yield

relative to the parent diagram line, a decrease

with the atomic number Z is predicted by

theory [7, 8]. For a given initial inner-shell

vacancy, the relative RA x-ray emission yield

increases with the principal quantum number

of the electrons involved in the transitions be-

cause of the higher shake probability for the

less bound outer shell electrons. However,

large discrepancies exist between the existing

experimental data and the available shake-

off (up) [7], configuration interaction (CI) [9],

DV-Xα [10], and radiative field calculations

[11, 12] for the relative intensities as well as

for the RA x-ray emission spectral shapes.

Within the RAE spectral region other pro-

cesses such as the radiative electron rear-

rangement (RER) [13] and the satellite and

hypersatellite lines due to multiple ionization

processes may contribute to the overall sig-

nal. When using tunable synchrotron radi-

ation the contribution from multiple ioniza-

tion, which depends on the incident photon

energy [14–16], can be reduced by a tuning

the excitation energy just above the ioniza-

tion threshold. For near-threshold excitation

energies, however, the RAE signal may also

partially overlap with the x-ray Raman struc-

tures [17].

Since the RAE transitions are much less

intense than the diagram x-ray lines and

are situated on their low energy tail, the

RA x-ray spectra are measured by means of

the wavelength dispersive x-ray spectroscopy

technique. To date, experiments based on

photoexcitation employing x-ray tubes [18–

20] or charged particle excitation [21, 22]

have been carried out. In these studies the

effect of multiple ionization contributing to

the signal within the RA spectral region can

not be excluded.

Among the different K RA contributions

the strongest one is the KMM RA transi-

tion appearing on the low energy tail of the

K–M diagram line, and for this reason it

was selected for our study. The pure solid

Ca target was excited with monochromatic

synchrotron radiation with photon energies

tuned at 50 eV and 1455 eV above the Ca

K absorption edge. In order to evaluate ac-

curately the background underlying the RA

x-ray emission signal, a broad spectral region

comprising the Kα1,2 (K–L3,2) and Kβ1,3 di-

agram lines was collected. To extract the RA

x-ray emission spectral structure and to de-

termine the relative yield a fit of the whole

K x-ray spectrum was performed.
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II. EXPERIMENT

The measurements were carried out at

the x-ray microscopy beamline ID21 of the

ESRF, Grenoble, France. The primary x-

ray beam from the undulator was monochro-

matized by means of a double-crystal Si

(111) monochromator and the higher har-

monics were reduced with a Ni-coated mir-

ror. The relative beam energy resolution was

∼2×10−4. The beam energies were calibrated

with the K-edge energies of Ca, Sc, Ti and

V [23]. Two calcium foils, one for the ab-

sorption and another for the emission spec-

tra measurements, were prepared beforehand

and transported in vacuum.

The calcium K-edge absorption spectrum

was measured in the fluorescence mode in the

energy interval of 4017 eV to 4135 eV. For

the x-ray emission measurements, a curved-

crystal von Hamos spectrometer [24] was in-

stalled in the main experimental hutch of

ID21, downstream of the scanning x-ray mi-

croscope chamber to which it was connected

with a 180 cm long evacuated pipe sealed

with a 50 µm thick KaptonTM foil. In or-

der to maximize the intensity and to avoid

the modification of the signal due to the in-

homogeneous beam profile seen on the target

through the slit system of the spectrometer,

a 200 µm pinhole was inserted in the primary

beam and the slit of the spectrometer was left

completely open. In such a configuration the

energy resolution of the spectrometer is de-

termined mainly by the size (width) of the

beam on the target.

Fig. 1 shows the top view of the ex-

perimental setup. A 5.1 mg/cm2 foil was

mounted in the evacuated chamber with its

surface perpendicular to the incoming beam

(θ1 = 90o). The emitted photons were

diffracted in first order by a cylindrically

curved LiF(200) crystal and recorded with

a thermoelectrically cooled (-50 oC) back-

illuminated CCD camera consisting of 1340×
400 pixels with a pixel size of 20 × 20 µm2.

Depending on the central Bragg angle θ, the

detector covered an energy range of 83 eV to

97 eV. Thus, to record the whole RA spec-

trum together with the Kα1,2 and Kβ1,3 dia-

gram lines, four different detector positions

were required. The neighboring positions

were chosen to have a 20 ∼ 30 eV overlap,

in order to ensure normalization of the x-ray

spectra measured at different detector posi-

tions.

In order to avoid multiple photon absorp-

tion within a single CCD pixel in the mea-

surements of the intense diagram lines, an ac-

quisition time of 1s/image was chosen and in

addition the beam intensity was attenuated

by inserting a 25 µm thick Ti absorber and a

90 µm thick Al absorber in the beam for the

Kα1,2 and Kβ1,3 measurements, respectively.
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Top view of the exper-
imental set-up used in this work (see text for
further details).

For the weak RA x rays near to the Kβ1,3

line the exposure times were 1s/image, while

the remaining RA spectrum was measured

with an acquisition time of 2s/image. For

normalization purposes, the incident photon

fluxes were recorded with a photodiode be-

fore and after each measurement. The diode

was calibrated according to the Deutsches In-

stitut für Normung e.V. standard. The pho-

ton fluxes on the target without absorbers

were typically 3− 6× 1011 photons/s.

The incident photon beam energy was

tuned to 4088 eV, that is 50 eV above the K

absorption edge and below the KL and KK

double ionization thresholds. At the same

time this energy was high enough to avoid the

KM resonant Raman scattering contribution

to the RAE region. Another beam energy of

5493 eV, which is above the KL double ion-

ization threshold, was employed to check the

effect of multiple ionization and also to test

for any excitation energy dependence. The

total acquisition time for a single spectrum

was ∼ 8 hours yielding very good statistics

in the RA emission spectrum. The absolute

emission energy scale was calibrated using

the reference energies of the elastic peak scat-

tered by V (or Ti) targets and the calcium

Kα1 energy given by Ref. [23].

III. DATA ANALYSIS

A. Data corrections

The measured x-ray spectra YN(Ee) were

first normalized by the photon flux and the

overall acquisition time, and then corrected

for the target self-absorption factor FSA, the

CCD quantum efficiency FCCD, the crystal

reflectivity FCT , and the acceptance solid an-

gle Ω of the detector. As all these factors

depend on the x-ray emission energy Ee, the

final intensities Y were deduced using the fol-

lowing relation

Y (Ee) =
YN(Ee)FSA(Ee)

Ω(Ee)FCCD(Ee)FCT (Ee)
. (5)

The self-absorption correction factor was cal-

culated as:

FSA(Ee) =
[µE/ cos θ1 + µ(Ee)/ cos θ2]t

1− exp[−(µE/ cos θ1 + µ(Ee)/ cos θ2)t]
.

(6)
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FIG. 2: Experimental (open circle) and theoret-
ical (solid line) x-ray absorption coefficients for
solid calcium in the unit of µm−1.

In the above equation, t is the target thick-

ness, and θ1 and θ2 are the angles of inci-

dent and fluorescence photon beams with re-

spect to the normal to the sample surface.

In the geometry applied in our experiment,

cos θ2 = sin θ, where θ is the Bragg angle. µE

and µ stand for the attenuation coefficient at

the incident-beam energy E and x-ray emis-

sion energy Ee, respectively.

For the µE coefficient the theoretical value

from Ref. [25] was adopted. An analytical

power-law from [26, 27]

µ(Ee) = ae(Ee)
be , (7)

was used to calculate the µ coefficient as a

function of x-ray emission energy. In this

function ae and be are the fit-parameters to

the calculated values from Ref. [25] in the K

pre-edge energy region.

Although the major part of x-ray emission

energies, including the whole RA structure of

primary interest, are situated below the K

absorption edge, the high energy part of the

spectrum above the Kβ diagram line, par-

ticularly the Kβ5 (K −M4,5) line, is affected

by the an increased self-absorption due to the

vicinity of the K absorption edge. In order to

avoid the step-function-like correction factor

FSA(Ee) given by the theoretical values, the

experimental absorption spectrum was used

instead. The absorption spectrum was re-

scaled to the theoretical data from [25] above

the K XANES region to get the experimental

x-ray attenuation coefficients. The result of

this scaling procedure, depicted in Fig. 2, ex-

hibits a good general agreement between our

measured absorption spectrum and the the-

oretical values. These experimental attenua-

tion coefficients were than used to calculate

the FSA(Ee) correction factors in the near K

absorption edge region.

The FCCD(Ee) detector efficiency factor

was calculated for the back-illuminated sili-

con CCD detector using equation from [28],

FCCD(Ee) = CD

[
1− exp(− 106XSi

6.67(1 + Ee
1000)3.14615

)

]
.

(8)

Here CD is the detector response constant

and XSi is the effective thickness of the Si

layer of CCD in cm, which for our particular

CCD camera amounts to ∼0.0015 cm [29].
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The LiF (200) crystal reflectivity was calcu-

lated by the XOP program [30] for eight emis-

sion energies between the Kα1,2 and Kβ1,3

lines and then fitted with a 2nd-order poly-

nomial to obtain the reflectivity correction

function FCT (Ee).

B. Spectra fitting

The Ca K x-ray spectra measured at two

different photon energies are presented in

Fig. 3. Both spectra are dominated by the

Kα1,2 and Kβ1,3 diagram lines. There is also

the Kβ5 satellite contribution present in both

spectra but here we are mainly interested in

the broad RA structure on the low energy tail

of the Kβ1,3 line.

In the fitting model employed to analyze

the measured spectra we need to consider

that the diagram transitions may be accom-

panied by satellite lines resulting from ad-

ditional vacancies present in outer subshells

via shake processes [31]. Due to the reduced

screening of the nuclear charge in the multi-

ionization process, the x-ray satellite lines are

shifted in energy with respect to the diagram

transitions. The multiconfiguration Dirac-

Fock (MCDF) calculations [32] show that

the first-order N -satellites are not resolved

from the Kα1,2 and Kβ1,3 parent lines. This

overlap of the KN satellite transitions with

the parent diagram lines results in a non-

lifetime broadening of the latter. The first-

order M -satellites, on the other hand, make

the diagram lines asymmetric. In contrast,

the KL2,3L and KM2,3L satellite transitions

whose average energies are ∼24 eV and ∼46
eV above their parent diagram transitions are

well resolved in the spectrum taken at 5493

eV excitation energy above the KL double

ionization threshold.

The spectra were fitted with the least-

square fitting program PeakfitTM. The spec-

trum measured at 4088 eV shows a small

asymmetry in the Kα1,2 diagram line. Al-

though the beam energy is lower than the KL

double ionization threshold it is high enough

to induce the KN and KM double excita-

tion/ionizations. Thus, each of the Kα1,2

lines was fitted by four Voigtians, all hav-

ing the same Gaussian width. Two Voigtians,

with their Lorentzian widths taken from the

recommended values by Campbell and Papp

[33], were employed to distinguish the pure

K −M2,3 transitions from the satellite lines,

whose Lorentzian widths were free fitting pa-

rameters. The obtained fitting parameters

were then fixed and the tails from the Kα1,2

subtracted. For the Kβ1,3 x-ray spectra, the

fitting procedure was similar as for the Kα

region, except for the Lorentzian widths of

the Kβ lines which were left free due to

higher uncertainties in the M -shell widths re-

sulting from the strong overlap between the
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M2,3 and M4,5 levels [34]. In addition, much

larger widths of the K −M2,3 transitions re-

sult in an overlap with the KM and KN

satellites. The fitted curve and the individ-

ual peak components are plotted in Fig. 3(a)

in a logarithmic scale to emphasize the weak

structures. The importance of including the

whole K x-ray spectrum in the fitting proce-

dure in order to determine properly the shape

and the background level below the weak RA

signal is clearly seen in Fig. 3

The spectrum recorded at the higher beam

energy E = 5493 eV was analyzed in a

similar way. Both diagram lines exhibit a

slightly larger asymmetry due to an increased

contribution from the KM and KN multi-

ionization satellite lines. As a consequence,

an additional peak was employed to fit the

Kβ1,3 line. Further, as the excitation en-

ergy was above the KL ionization threshold,

additional peaks were needed to account for

the KαL and Kβ1,3L satellite lines appearing

in the spectrum (see Fig. 3(b)). A value of

23.8(2) eV was extracted for the energy shift

of the Kα1L satellite line relative to the Kα1

diagram line, a slightly higher value than pre-

viously reported 22.4(8) [35] and 22(2) eV

[36]. For the energy shift of the Kβ1,3L satel-

lite line relative to the Kβ1,3 diagram line,

a value of 46.6(3.8) eV was extracted from

our fit in good agreement with the theoreti-

cal value 48.7 eV calculated with the GRASP

code [32].

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The residual spectra YR(ER
e ) as a func-

tion of the re-scaled ER
e energy relative to the

Kβ1,3 peak energy are shown in Fig. 4. The

obtained intensity is of the order of 10−3 rela-

tive to the Kα1,2 diagram lines and 10−2 rel-

ative to the Kβ1,3 lines, respectively. Despite

a very good fit of the overall spectra (typ-

ical χ̃2 ≈ 0.999), the propagation of uncer-

tainties from the diagram and satellite peaks

resulted in a non-negligible error in the RA

energy region. The final uncertainties were

deduced from the data corrections, the sta-

tistical errors of the measurements, and the

subtraction procedures. The estimated errors

are also depicted in Fig. 4.

A. KMM RA shape

In general, the shape of the RA spectra

measured at the two different excitation en-

ergies is very similar and the same onset en-

ergy of Es = −22.9(1) eV was found for the

leading edge of the KMM RA transitions. In

the spectrum taken at E = 5493 eV, some of

the main structures are slightly less well re-

solved. Since the photon energy is above the

KL double ionization threshold, this can be

due to additional broadening resulting from
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Fitted high-resolution K x-ray spectra of Ca at two different incident-
beam energies, (a) E =4088 eV and (b) E=5493 eV. Solid thick lines represent the total fit to
the experimental data (open circles) and dashed lines the individual components. Besides the
diagram lines labeled in (a), additional satellite peaks on the high energy side of the Kα1,2 lines
and Kβ5 lines correspond to the Kα1,2L (K−1L−1–L−2) and Kβ1,3L (K−1L−1–M−1L−1) satellite
transitions, respectively.

multi-ionization processes. As both excita-

tion energies are below the double K ion-

ization threshold energy of 8003 eV [35], the

spectra are free from the Kαh
1,2 hypersatellite

lines appearing in the proton excited spec-

trum [21] at the energy of -173.5(6) eV. The

contributions from the resonant x-ray Raman

scattering and RER transitions were found

to be negligibly small in comparison with the

RA intensity for calcium [37], and were not

taken into consideration in the present work.

The RA transition process involves also

the unoccupied nl states in the outer shells.

In general, we can distinguish four possi-

ble series of the KMiMjnl RA transitions,

namely, KM2,3M2,3 − np, KM1M2,3 − nd,

KM1M2,3 − ns, and KM1M1 − np. The

RA spectrum should therefore exhibit fine

structures reflecting the density of unoccu-

pied states (DOS) as it has been already ob-
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FIG. 4: (Color online) The residual intensities
of the fitted high-resolution K x-ray spectra of
calcium measured at two beam energies: (a) E
= 4088 eV and (b) E = 5493 eV. The insets rep-
resent the least-square fits (solid lines) of the ex-
ponential slope to the measured residuals (open
circles) in the lowest 20 eV energy range. These
were used to evaluate the missing RA intensity
on the low energy side. The panel (c) shows the
realigned nl density of unoccupied states, green
solid line for np (n≥4), black dashed line for nd

(n≥3) and wine solid line for ns (n≥5), respec-
tively. In the lowest panel (d), the theoretical
radiative field transition rates from Baptista [12]
are shown as sticks for the main discrete con-
tributions and by an exponential decay for the
continuum final states.

served by Kawai et al. [5, 6, 38] (the so-called

EXEFS method). Neglecting the quadruple

transitions [39] and the crystal field effects

[40], the measured K absorption spectrum

corresponds to the p states DOS considered in

our work. For the s- and d- states DOS, theo-

retical calculations for CaS [41] were adopted.

The measured K-edge absorption spectrum

was aligned relative to the Fermi level energy

E = 4038.2 eV, which was determined from

the first-order derivative of the experimental

curve.

For a meaningful comparison with the

measured RA spectrum, the normalized nl

DOS were aligned to a common energy scale

using the following relation and taking the

energy of the Kβ1,3 line as reference:

Y R
nl (E

R
e ) = Ynl(Ei − EM2,3 + Ej − Enl). (9)

In the above equation, Ei and EM2,3 are the

calcium Mi and M2,3 electron binding ener-

gies. Ej is the binding energy of the out-

going electron calculated within the Z + 1

approximation [42]. The recommended val-

ues from the X-ray Data Booklet [43] were

adopted for the binding energies with respect

to the Fermi level. The re-scaled K absorp-

tion spectrum and the d- and s- DOS are

depicted the (c) panel of Fig. 4. The posi-

tions of the peaks are listed as the EXEFS

values in the 2nd column of Table I. The
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Arabic numbers are employed to distinguish

the strongest RA transitions which involve

the lowest unoccupied states in each series.

Figure 4 shows some qualitative agree-

ment of the measured RA spectra with the

corresponding DOS curves. For more quanti-

tative comparison the leading peaks of each

corresponding DOS curve are tabulated in

the second column of Table I. The first col-

umn of the Table I lists all possible shake-

up KMM RAE dipole transitions following

the selection rules proposed by Bloch [1] and

Aberg [7]. The corresponding transition en-

ergies calculated with the DV-Xα [10] and

the radiative field method [12] are given in

the 3rd and 4th column, respectively. Finally,

the RAE leading edge energies calculated via

the LMM Auger transitions energies [44] are

also listed in the 5th column of the table.

B. Relative RA yield

Since it is very important to evaluate

properly the tails of the Kα1,2 and Kβ1,3

diagram lines producing the background un-

derlying the RA signal, the relative yield of

the Kβ1,3 and Kα1,2 lines were used to check

the normalization procedure of the separate

spectral regions as well as the different cor-

rections applied to the measured intensities.

The same value (given in Table II) was ob-

tained for both spectra, lower than the the-

oretical calculation from Scofield [8], but in

agreement with his later result of 0.107 [45]

and the experimental value of 0.105(5) [46].

The Lorentzian widths of the Kβ1,3 diagram

line extracted from the fit are consistent with

the values recommended by Campbell and

Papp [33]. A slight systematic overestimation

is attributed to the unresolved N -satellites

which broaden the diagram line distributions.

The total RA yield was determined by in-

tegrating the measured spectra presented in

Fig. 4 in the El to the Es emission energy in-

terval. However, we can notice in Fig. 4 that

even after careful background subtraction we

have not yet reached zero intensity on the

lower edge El of our measured emission en-

ergy interval. The missing RA intensity on

the low energy side was evaluated as

YR =

∫ El

−EKβ1,3

aR exp[bRER
e ] dER

e , (10)

employing exponential functions to describe

analytically the trend of the RA x-ray tail

distribution according to the first approxi-

mation of the Auger electron escape process

[47]. In this equation, aR and bR are the least-

square-fit parameters to the residuals in the

lowest 20 eV energy interval. The fit results

are depicted in the insets of Fig. 4. The con-

tribution of this part to the total RA inten-

sity was found to be ∼ 5% and was added to

the measured intensities. The total RA inten-
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TABLE I: The calcium KMM radiative Auger transition energies for different final state config-
urations relative to the Kβ1,3 diagram lines (eV). The initial configuration is Ca(1s)−1 2Se. The
theoretical calculations of the DV-Xα [10], the radiative field [12], and the values deduced from the
Auger transition energies [21] are listed for comparison.

KMM-RAE final configuration EXEFSa DV-Xα[10] Radiative field [12] Transition Edge [21]

(3p)−2 3P 4p 2P o

-40.1
-41 -38.3 -31.2

(3p)−2 1D 4p 2P o -43 -40.5 -33.4
(3p)−2 1S 4p 2P o -47 -42.3 -35.3
(3p)−2 3P (n ≥ 5)p 2P o -46 -43.5a

(3p)−2 1D (n ≥ 5)p 2P o -48 -46.4a

(3p)−2 1S (n ≥ 5)p 2P o -52 -47.7a

(3s3p)−1 3P 3d 2P o

-50.7 - - -48.0b

(3s3p)−1 1P 3d 2P o - -
(3s3p)−1 3P (n ≥ 4)d 2P o - -
(3s3p)−1 1P (n ≥ 4)d 2P o - -
(3s3p)−1 3P 5s 2P o

-57.6 -55 - -56.7b

(3s3p)−1 1P 5s 2P o -62 -
(3s3p)−1 3P (n ≥ 6)s 2P o -64 -
(3s3p)−1 1P (n ≥ 6)s 2P o -71 -
(3s)−2 3S 4p 2P o

-81.8 - - -73.4b

(3s)−2 1S 4p 2P o - -
(3s)−2 3S (n ≥ 5)p 2P o - -
(3s)−2 1S (n ≥ 5)p 2P o - -
a The average value for n ≥ 5 final state configuration.
b The average value for the final state configuration.

sities were then divided by the corresponding

Kβ1,3 intensities to get the relative RA yields

RM , which are listed in the 4th row of Ta-

ble II.

These values were further corrected for the

second order (KM − (Mnl)(Mn′l′)) RA pro-

cess which might contribute slightly to the

low energy part of our KMM RA spectrum.

Assuming the same relative transition yield

Rc for the first order RA KMM to the Kβ1,3

diagram line and the second order KMMM

to the first order KMM RA emission lines,

the measured ratio of RM can be written as

R2
c + Rc = RM . (11)

The positive solutions of the above equation

for Rc yield the final RA intensities listed in

the bottom line of the Table II. The cor-

rections of less than 6% indicate the negli-

gible influence of higher orders KMM RA

processes to the final RA intensities.

The difference of the relative KMM RA

yield obtained for spectra measured at two

excitation energies was within the experi-
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TABLE II: The relative Kβ1,3 versus Kα1,2

yields, the fitted Lorentzian widths for the Kβ1,3

diagram lines, the measured relative KMM RA
intensity versus the Kβ1,3 intensity, and the cor-
rected RA rates for the two incident beam ener-
gies of 4088 eV and 5493 eV.

4088 eV 5493 eV Reference

YKβ1,3/YKα1,2
0.098(1) 0.103(3) 0.126 [8]

Lorentzian 2.09(8) 2.22(15)Width (eV) 1.97(20) [33]

RM 0.055(4) 0.058(5) -
Rc 0.052(3) 0.055(5) 0.056a [8]

aThe contribution of the double hole creation pro-
cess during the Kβ1,3 transition.

mental error, suggesting the independence

of the RAE intensity on the excitation en-

ergy. The quoted intensity of 0.053(3) rep-

resents an average value from the two mea-

surements. Compared to other experimen-

tal results our value exceeds significantly the

proton-induced relative KMM RA intensity

of 0.031(5) [21], the x-ray tube induced value

of 0.016(6) [19], as well as the recent theoreti-

cal predictions of Baptista [12]. On the other

hand, the reported value is in agreement with

the theoretical ratio for the total double va-

cancy production with single K − 3p transi-

tions predicted by Scofield [8], and the theo-

retical Z dependence reported by Åberg [7].

The theoretical curve for the double vacancy

production with single K−3p transitions tak-

ing into account only the 3s and 3p vacancies

[8, 37, 48] slightly underestimates our exper-

imental value. In order to get a more general
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FIG. 5: Present experimental KMM RA yield
for calcium compared to experimental values
from Ref. [19] and Ref. [21], and theoretical val-
ues from Scofield for the total KM RA tran-
sition possibilities [8] (solid line) and only for
the 3s and 3p rates (dashed line) [37, 48]. The
calculations for the neighboring elements of Cl−

(Z=17), Ar (Z=18) and K+ (Z=19) [7], and the
set of experimental results for neighboring ele-
ments V (Z = 23), Cr (Z = 24) and Fe (Z = 26)
from [49] are also shown for comparison.

view of the KMM RA relative intensity in

this Z region, the existing experimental data

for neighboring elements obtained with x-ray

fluorescence method [19, 37, 48], MeV proton

excitation [21] and intensities obtained from

the measurements of the Kβ/Kα ratios in

radionuclides following electron capture [49]

are compiled in Fig. 5. Three sets of theoret-

ical predictions already mentioned above are

also shown in the figure.

First of all we notice a large scattering

of the existing experimental data indicating

the presence of systematic errors in differ-

ent experiments. The general decrease with
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increasing atomic number predicted by the-

ory is confirmed by experiments. No system-

atic differences between experimental data

obtained for different ionization modes can

be observed supporting the independence of

the RA emission on the mode of excitation.

Our result is the only one so far obtained

in an experiment employing monochromatic

synchrotron radiation for excitation. In addi-

tion, the energy resolution of our RAE mea-

surements is around 1 eV and is superior to

the previous experiments with a moderate

resolution of a few eV. This plays an impor-

tant role in an accurate determination of the

tails from both the Kα1,2 and Kβ1,3 diagram

lines producing the background underneath

the broad RA structure. We believe that the

difficulties connected with this background

subtraction are the main source of large dis-

crepancies between the experimental data.

Additional measurements for other elements

following the method used in our work are

clearly needed for reliable comparisons and

conclusions. Despite the high energy reso-

lution of the measured emission spectra no

distinct structure due to discrete shake-up

excitations to higher unoccupied outer shells

could be observed, most likely due to the solid

state effects which broaden and modulate the

RAE structure.

V. CONCLUSION

We have reported on the photoinduced

KMM radiative Auger emission spectra for

calcium recorded at two different excitation

energies and with a high energy resolution

in the detection channel. Tunable monochro-

matic photon beams allowed to selectively ex-

clude contributions to the RA spectral region

from other possible processes. The high en-

ergy resolution and low background noise in-

sured a reliable determination of the Kβ1,3 di-

agram line width and the instrumental broad-

ening. This represented a reliable basis for

subtraction of the KMM RA contribution

from the measured spectra.

For the RA structure, the EXEFS method

[5] and the DV-Xα [10] calculations were con-

sidered in assigning the peaks in the RAE

spectra. While the experimental transition

energies were found to agree well with the re-

sults of these two models, the observed RA

transition edges lied systematically above the

values evaluated from the recalculated Auger

electron energies [21]. The relative yield of

the KMM RA with respect to the Kβ1,3 di-

agram line was found to be 0.053(3), in agree-

ment with the theoretical predictions from

Scofield [8, 37, 48].

Differences among the various experimen-

tal KMM RA relative yields and theoretical

calculations are found. This can be mainly
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attributed to the difficulties in an accurate

determination of the background which is es-

sential to isolate the RAE contribution. We

did not attempt to extract the intensities

of the separate RAE shake-up and shake-

off transitions from our data. However, the

presented spectra would allow a precise com-

parison with possible new theoretical results

despite the difficulties of such calculations

due to the complexity of the matrix elements

which govern the RA transitions [10].
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